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ABSTRACT 
Improving the Rate-Distortion Performance in Distributed 
Video Coding 
 
Yaser Mohammad Taheri, Ph. D. 
Concordia University, 2017. 
 
 Distributed video coding is a coding paradigm, which allows encoding of video frames 
at a complexity that is substantially lower than that in conventional video coding 
schemes. This feature makes it suitable for some emerging applications such as wireless 
surveillance video and mobile camera phones. In distributed video coding, a subset of 
frames in the video sequence, known as the key frames, are encoded using a conventional 
intra-frame encoder, such as H264/AVC in the intra mode, and then transmitted to the 
decoder. The remaining frames, known as the Wyner-Ziv frames, are encoded based on 
the Wyner-Ziv principle by using the channel codes, such as LDPC codes. In the 
transform-domain distributed video coding, each Wyner-Ziv frame undergoes a 4x4 
block DCT transform and the resulting DCT coefficients are grouped into DCT bands. 
The bitplaines corresponding to each DCT band are encoded by a channel encoder, for 
example an LDPCA encoder, one after another.  The resulting error-correcting bits are 
retained in a buffer at the encoder and transmitted incrementally as needed by the 
decoder. At the decoder, the key frames are first decoded. The decoded key frames are 
then used to generate a side information frame as an initial estimate of the corresponding 
Wyner-Ziv frame, usually by employing an interpolation method. The difference between 
the DCT band in the side information frame and the corresponding one in the Wyner-Ziv 
  iv 
frame, referred to as the correlation noise, is often modeled by Laplacian distribution. A 
soft-input information for each bit in the bitplane is obtained using this correlation noise 
model and the corresponding DCT band of the side information frame. The channel 
decoder then uses this soft-input information along with some error-correcting bits sent 
by the encoder to decode the bitplanes of each DCT band in each of the Wyner-Ziv 
frames. Hence, an accurate estimation of the correlation noise model parameter(s) and 
generation of high-quality side information are required for reliable soft-input 
information for the bitplanes in the decoder, which in turn leads to a more efficient 
decoding. Consequently, less error-correcting bits need to be transmitted from the 
encoder to the decoder to decode the bitplanes, leading to a better compression efficiency 
and rate-distortion performance.  
     The correlation noise is not stationary and its statistics vary within each Wyner-Ziv 
frame and within its corresponding DCT bands. Hence, it is difficult to find an accurate 
model for the correlation noise and estimate its parameters precisely at the decoder. 
Moreover, in existing schemes the parameters of the correlation noise for each DCT band 
are estimated before the decoder starts to decode the bitplanes of that DCT band and they 
are not modified and kept unchanged during decoding process of the bitplanes. Another 
problem of concern is that, since side information frame is generated in the decoder using 
the temporal interpolation between the previously decoded frames, the quality of the side 
information frames is generally poor when the motions between the frames are non-
linear. Hence, generating a high-quality side information is a challenging problem.   
  v 
This thesis is concerned with the study of accurate estimation of correlation noise model 
parameters and increasing in the quality of the side information from the standpoint of 
improving the rate-distortion performance in distributed video coding.  
     A new scheme is proposed for the estimation of the correlation noise parameters 
wherein the decoder decodes simultaneously all the bitplanes of a DCT band in a Wyner-
Ziv frame and then refines the parameters of the correlation noise model of the band in an 
iterative manner. This process is carried out on an augmented factor graph using a new 
recursive message passing algorithm, with the side information generated and kept 
unchanged during the decoding of the Wyner-Ziv frame. Extensive simulations are 
carried out showing that the proposed decoder leads to an improved rate-distortion 
performance in comparison to the original DISCOVER codec and in another DVC codec 
employing side information frame refinement, particularly for video sequences with high 
motion content. 
    In the second part of this work, a new algorithm for the generation of the side 
information is proposed to refine the initial side information frame using the additional 
information obtained after decoding the previous DCT bands of a Wyner-Ziv frame. The 
simulations are carried out demonstrating that the proposed algorithm provides a 
performance superior to that of schemes employing the other side information refinement 
mechanisms. Finally, it is shown that incorporating the proposed algorithm for refining 
the side information into the decoder proposed in the first part of the thesis leads to a 
further improvement in the rate-distortion performance of the DVC codec.  
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CHAPTER 1 
Introduction 
Video coding plays an important role in both storage and transmission of video data in 
applications such as high definition TV, video broadcasting and video on demand.  In the 
commonly used and highly efficient hybrid video coding paradigm, used in ISO MPEG-x 
and ITU-T H.26x standards [1], [2], video data are compressed by employing transform 
and predictive coding. In these video coding schemes, the encoder exploits spatial and 
temporal redundancies among the frames to perform efficient compression. In 
conventional video codecs, such as MPEG-4 and H264/AVC, the computational 
complexity of the encoder is 5 to 10 times higher than that of the decoder [3]. This high 
complexity of the encoder results mostly from the computationally expensive motion 
estimation and compensation algorithm. Hence, the conventional video coding schemes 
are well-suited for broadcasting applications where video stream is encoded only once at 
the transmitter but decoded at many different receivers. In contrast, there are a number of 
applications, such as wireless surveillance video and mobile camera, in which the size 
and power efficiency of the transmitting devices are very important. In this kind of 
applications, it is preferred to have a lightweight encoding even at the expense of a highly 
complex decoder while having the compression efficiency close to that of conventional 
video coding schemes [4]. To meet the requirements of these emerging applications, a 
new video coding paradigm, known as distributed video coding (DVC) or Wyner-Ziv 
video coding, has been proposed. In the next subsection, some of the applications that can 
beneficially adapt this video coding scheme, are briefly discussed. 
  2 
1.1  Some Possible Applications of Distributed Video Coding  
 
The following are a few examples of potential applications of distributed video coding 
where the power-efficiency and complexity of the encoder is important [5].  
 
  • Wireless low-power surveillance:  Nowadays, surveillance systems are almost 
universally used. In a video surveillance system, such as the one in Figure 1.1, multiple 
cameras are installed at different locations to cover a specific region for the purpose of 
security. Since the number of encoders is much higher in comparison to only one decoder 
located at the central station, the cost of the system can be reduced if low-complexity 
encoders are used in the cameras. Distributed video coding is well suited for this 




 Figure 1.1 DVC application, in a wireless surveillance system [6] 
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• Video conferencing with mobile devices: Another application that can take advantage 
of the distributed video coding paradigm is wireless video communication among a 
number of camera phones. In this application, since battery life and power consumption 
depends on the complexity of both the encoder and decoder of a camera phone, a low-
complexity encoder as well as a low complexity decoder is required at each terminal.  A 
low-complexity encoder can be achieved by using Wyner-Ziv encoding at the 
transmitting terminal and by having a high-complexity decoder at the base station.  The 
bit streams received in the base station can then be transcoded into H.26x bit stream and 
transmitted to the receiving terminal that can, therefore, be required to have only a low 
complexity decoder. Hence, in this application, the encoder and decoder in each terminal 
would have low-complexity.  
 
• Visual sensor networks:  Distributed video coding can also be used in visual sensor 
network applications, such as urban traffic management system. In a typical visual sensor 
network, as shown in Figure 1.2, a set of power-efficient camera nodes collect the visual 
information at different locations and the network performs distributed and collaborative 
data processing [7]. By using the distributed video coding, the sensor camera nodes can 
be made to have simple encoders and have the complexity transferred to only a few 
central nodes for carrying out the decoding. This feature would be very beneficial in view 
of the resource limitation in terms of the battery life at the network nodes. 
 
  4 
 
Figure 1.2  DVC application, visual sensor network [8]. 
 
    The distributed video coding paradigm originates from the more general concept of 
distributed source coding. The distributed source coding is an important concept in the 
fields of information theory and communication. In the next subsection, the distributed 
source coding and its underlying theory are explained. 
 
1.2  Distributed Source Coding 
    Distributed source coding (DSC) refers to a coding scheme that encodes two or more 
correlated sequences separately, but decodes them jointly. In this coding paradigm, an 
independent sequence is transmitted from each encoder to a single decoder, which jointly 
decodes all the received sequences using the correlation and dependency information 
between them. In other words, the source statistics is not used at the encoder and 
exploited only in the decoder [9]. Hence, this results in having a much simpler encoder at 
the expense of a complex decoder. It is different from the traditional coding and 
compression schemes that carry out joint encoding, leading to a complex encoder [3]. 
  5 
The distributed source coding is based on two important theorems called Slepian-Wolf 







                         Figure 1.3 Separate encoding and joint decoding 
1.2.1  Slepian-Wolf theorem 
     The Slepian-Wolf theorem [10] addresses the problem of independent encoding of two 
statistically dependent random sequences, X  and Y , each being independent and 
identically distributed (i.i.d). This encoding is different from the joint encoding used in 
the conventional predictive coding solutions. Slepian and Wolf were the first ones to 
show that in this case, these dependent and correlated sequences, X  and Y  can be 
decoded, with a very small probability of error, requiring the bitrates  and  to be 
lower than their individual entropies, )(XH and )(YH , respectively. According to the 
Slepian-Wolf theorem, if a joint decoding is performed, the minimum rate to encode the 
two correlated sources independently is the same as the minimum rate achievable in the 
joint encoding. Figure 1.3 shows two dependent and correlated source sequences X and Y, 
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decoded by exploiting the dependency and correlation between them. Slepian and Wolf 
established the bounds on these rates given by 
 
                                                                                                  (1.1)  
                                                                                                      (1.2) 
                                                                                                (1.3) 
 
where )|( YXH  and )|( XYH  are conditional entropies and ),( YXH is the joint entropy 
for X and Y. Equation (1.3) states that, even with separate encoding, the total rate, 
, can achieve the joint entropy , just as for the joint encoding in 
conventional coding schemes. The region corresponding to Equations (1.1) - (1.3) is 
shown in Figure 1.4. Since two dependent sequences that are encoded independently can 
be decoded with very small probability of error using a joint decoder [12], the Slepian-









                                                Figure 1.4 Slepian-Wolf rate region  
)|( XYHRY 
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1.2.2  Wyner-Ziv theorem 
      Wyner and Ziv [11] investigated a specific case of Slepian-Wolf coding, that is, the 
case of encoding the sequence X considering that the statistically dependent sequence Y, 
called the side information, is available at the decoder and used to decode X, as shown in 
Figure 1.5.  This coding is also known in the literature as lossy compression with decoder 
side information [13]. The term lossy compression comes from the fact that Wyner and 
Ziv considered a distortion d between the sequence X to be encoded, and its decoded 
version, X’. Letting (d)RWZYX  to denote the rate of encoding the sequence X when the side 
information Y is available only at the decoder and (d)R YX  to denote the rate of encoding 
the sequence X when Y is available at the encoder, then there is a rate loss of 
 when the side information Y is not available at the encoder. Wyner 
and Ziv have shown that by having the Gaussian memoryless sequences and by 
considering a mean-squared error distortion,  is achieved. In other 
words, the overall bit rate can still achieve the joint entropy , even if the side 
information Y is not available at the encoder.  
  The WZ theorem constitutes the basis of the distributed video coding, in which, a video 
frame X at the encoder is considered to be the source and a frame Y generated at the 
decoder using previously decoded frames is considered as side information. 






















Figure 1.5 Lossy compression with decoder side information. 
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1.3  Distributed Video Coding  
Distributed video coding, also called the Wyner-Ziv video coding, is a video coding 
paradigm that takes advantage of the distributed source coding principle enunciated by 
the Slepian-Wolf and Wyner-Ziv theorems for compressing video sequences. In a DVC 
paradigm, the computationally intensive temporal prediction and estimation are avoided 
at the encoder; instead, the temporal redundancy is exploited at the decoder. Thus, the 
complexity is shifted from the encoder to the decoder. Practical solutions for the 
distributed video coding were first introduced by two different groups from the 
University of California, Berkeley and Stanford University in 2002, after some 
significant advances were made in the preceding years in the channel coding problem and 
near-Shannon capacity error correction codes, such as turbo and LDPC codes. The 
Berkeley distributed video coding [14] is based on a block-based coding with motion 
estimation at the decoder. In contrast, the Stanford distributed video coding architecture 
[15] is a frame-based coding using error correcting codes such as turbo codes and low-
density parity-check (LDPC) codes. The scheme of [15] in comparison to that of [14] 
also uses a feedback channel for the rate control at the decoder. The rate-distortion 
performance of the Stanford DVC codec is quite significant compared with the Berkley’s 
[14].  Hence, the Stanford DVC architecture has become the most popular distributed 
video coding design in the research community. In view of this, in this thesis, the DVC 
codec (Wyner-Ziv video codec) based on the Stanford architecture is considered.  
    The Stanford distributed video coding scheme was proposed in 2002, first for the pixel 
domain [15] and then was extended in 2004 to the transform domain [16]. In the 
transform-domain DVC, the spatial correlation within each frame and the temporal 
  9 
correlation among adjacent frames are used to improve the rate-distortion performance. It 
is because of this superiority, the transform–domain DVC codec is considered a state-of-
art DVC codec. 
1.3.1  Transform–domain distributed video Coding  
     The most well-known and popular transform-domain DVC codec based on Stanford 
architecture, the DISCOVER codec, was developed by a European research group [17]. 
The architecture of this transform-domain DVC codec is shown in Figure 1.6.  
 
Figure 1.6  DISCOVER codec, a DVC codec based on the Stanford-based  
                   transform-domain DVC architecture 
 
In the transform-domain DVC codec based on Stanford architecture, encoding process is 
carried out as follows: 
1-  A fixed size of GOP is used to split a video sequences into two sets of 
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….… 
quote 
The first frame in each GOP of the video sequence is a key frame and the 
rest are the WZ frames.  
 
2-  The key frame are encoded by using a conventional intra-frame encoding 
such as H.264/AVC Intra encoding. 
 
3-   A Wyner-Ziv frame is partitioned into N  non-overlapped blocks, each of 
size 4×4. The discrete cosine transform (DCT) is then applied individually 
to each block. 
 
4-  The DCT coefficients of all the blocks in the Wyner-Ziv frame with the 
same frequency are grouped together in a zig-zag order to provide 16 DCT 



















Figure 1.7  4×4 DCT blocks and constructed DCT bands 
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2Q  3Q  4Q  
8Q  7Q  6Q  5Q  
5-  The DCT coefficients in the thb  DCT band, 16,...,2,1b , are quantized by 
a uniform quantizer with the number of quantization bins bK  to obtain 
quantized symbols. Depending on the target quality of the decoded video, 
different quantization matrices are used as shown in Figure 1.8, where 
their elements indicate the number of quantization levels bK  used for thb  
DCT bands. For example, if the quantization matrix 3Q  is chosen, 32 
quantization levels for the first DCT band (DC band), 8 quantization levels 
for the 2nd and 3rd DCT bands, 4 quantization levels for the 4th ,5th and 6th 
DCT bands, and with no quantization for the remaining bands would be 
used. A zero in quantization matrix indicates that the corresponding band 















Figure 1.8    Eight quantization matrices for quantizing the DCT coefficients  
                     used in the transform-domain DVC [18] 
 
32 16 8 4 
16 8 4 0 
8 4 0 0 
4 0 0 0 
32 8 4 0 
8 4 0 0 
4 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
32 8 0 0 
8 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
16 8 0 0 
8 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
64 32 16 8 
32 16 8 8 
16 8 8 4 
8 8 4 0 
64 16 8 8 
16 8 8 4 
8 8 4 4 
8 4 4 0 
32 16 8 4 
16 8 4 4 
8 4 4 0 
4 4 0 0 
128 64 32 16 
64 32 16 8 
32 16 8 4 
16 8 4 0 
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5- Each quantized symbol in the DCT band b  is binarized using 
bb K2log number of bits. The bits with the same significance in each 
binarized symbol of thb  DCT band are then grouped together to form b  
bitplanes. Each bitplane is then fed to a rate-adaptive low-density parity check 
accumulate (LDPCA) encoder [19] to be encoded, starting from the most 
significant bitplane to the least significant one. Then, the corresponding 
accumulated syndrome bits and 8 cyclic redundancy check (CRC) bits [20] 
corresponding to each bitplaneare are stored in a buffer.  
 
The decoding process at the decoder is carried out as follows: 
 
1- The Key frames are first decoded by a conventional intra-frame decoder 
such as the H264/AVC intra decoder. 
 
2-  A side information frame SIY  corresponding to each WZ frame is generated 
using the previously decoded nearest past and future WZ frame(s) or Key 
frame(s). A motion compensation interpolation (MCI) framework is 
usually employed to generate a side information frame. In the DISCOVER 
codec, an advanced hierarchical motion compensation interpolation 
procedure is carried out in order to generate the side information (SI) 
frame. The SI frame SIY  is considered to be a noisy version of the 
corresponding WZ frame or an initial estimate of this WZ frame.  
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3-  A 4x4 DCT of the type employed at the encoder for a WZ frame is then 
applied to the side information frame in order to obtain the DCT 
coefficients. These DCT coefficients are then arranged into DCT bands in 
the same way as done in Step 3 of the encoding. 
 
4-  The difference between a DCT coefficient of the WZ frame and the 
corresponding one of the SI frame is called the correlation noise and it is 
assumed to have a Laplacian distribution. The parameter of this Laplacian 
distribution is then estimated online at the decoder.  
5-  After receiving the first batch of the accumulated syndrome bits 
corresponding to each bitpalane of a WZ frame’s DCT band from the 
encoder, a factor graph for the LDPCA decoder is constructed in the DVC 
decoder to decode this bitplane. For each bit within the bitplane, a soft-
input information is obtained as the conditional probability of that bit 
being 0 or 1 given the corresponding DCT coefficient of the SI frame and 
the previously decoded bitplanes. This conditional probability is 
calculated using the distribution of the correlation noise. The soft-input 
information for the bits within the bitplane is then fed to the LDPCA 
decoder to start decoding the bitplane. If the decoder fails to decode the 
bitplane under a pre-specified criterion, more accumulated syndrome bits 
from the encoder are requested by the decoder through a feed-back 
channel. This decoding procedure is carried out for all the b  bitplanes 
corresponding to the thb  DCT band of the WZ frame.  
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6-  All the b  decoded bitplanes corresponding to thb  DCT band of the WZ 
frame are converted into a band of symbols corresponding to the thb   DCT 
band. The value of each symbol determines the quantization bin in which 
the corresponding DCT coefficient is placed. Each DCT coefficient in  thb   
DCT band of the WZ frame are then reconstructed using the 
corresponding quantization bin, the correlation noise model and the DCT 
coefficients of the SI frame [21].  
 
7-  The reconstructed DCT coefficients of a DCT band are placed in the 
corresponding locations of the corresponding 4× 4 blocks in order to make 
a reconstructed DCT frame. This process is actually carried out in an order 
reverse to that carried out in Step 3 of the encoding. 
 
8-  A 4× 4 inverse DCT is finally applied to each of the blocks obtained in 
Step 7 in order to obtain the decoded Wyner-Ziv frame. 
1.4  Improving the Rate-Distortion Performance in DVC: A Literature                            
        Review  
 
The distributed video coding has not yet achieved the same compression efficiency and 
rate-distortion performance as that of the conventional hybrid video coding, such as 
H.264/AVC. In order to use the DVC codec in the applications described in Section 1.1, 
the compression efficiency of the DVC coding needs to be at least as high as that of the 
other video coding schemes with a low-complexity encoder such as H.264/AVC Intra. 
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Hence, one of the main challenges in DVC is to improve the RD performance so as to 
outperform the other video coding solutions, without impacting adversely the complexity 
of the encoder. The correlation noise model and the side information play important roles 
on the coding efficiency and RD performance of DVC codecs. In this section, some of 
the techniques that focus on the correlation noise and side information in order to 
improve the coding efficiency and RD performance in DVC are reviewed.   
Correlation noise model: The difference between the corresponding coefficients of a 
WZ frame and the associated SI frame is referred to as the correlation noise. The 
accuracy of modeling this correlation noise at the decoder has a considerable impact on 
the RD performance and coding efficiency of a DVC codec.  An accurate modeling of 
this correlation noise is essential for an efficient use of the error-correcting bits sent by 
the encoder, which consequently leads to a lower bit rate and a better RD performance. In 
distributed video coding, a number of research activities have been undertaken to 
improve the coding efficiency and RD performance by developing techniques to obtain a 
more accurate correlation noise model.   
    A comprehensive study for the relationship between the coding efficiency and the 
correlation noise model has been carried out in [22]. In this paper, it has been shown that 
the choice of the correlation noise model and its parameter have significate effect on the 
coding efficiency and RD performance. In [23], a study on compression bound and 
coding efficiency using different correlation models has been conducted. The Laplacian 
distribution is often used in the literature to model the correlation noise in both the 
transform-domain DVC codecs and the pixel-domain DVC codecs [24], [25]. In [26], 
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Laplacian distribution has been validated for the correlation noise model with a 
goodness-of-fit test.  
      The parameters of the correlation noise can be computed offline at the encoder using 
the original WZ frame and the side information frame. In this method, since the side 
information frame is generated at the encoder by carrying out a motion estimation 
procedure, the complexity of the encoder is increased. The correlation noise parameters 
can also be calculated offline by employing a training method using a set of video 
sequences [27] [28]. In this case, however, the same parameter for the correlation noise 
model is used for all the DCT bands irrespective of the frame of the video sequence. 
Thus, in this scheme, the non-stationary behavior of the correlation noise is not taken into 
account. 
    The parameter values of the correlation noise model have also been estimated online at 
the decoder that does not have access to the original WZ frames, which is a realistic 
practical solution [29]-[36]. For the pixel-domain distributed video coding, Brites et. al 
[29] have proposed several online schemes that make use of the temporal correlation 
between the frames to estimate the correlation noise at the level of frame, block or pixel. 
They have estimated the correlation noise parameters at the block and pixel levels by 
using the spatial correlation within each frame, which are more accurate than that 
obtained at the frame-level.  In 2008, Brites and Pereira extended their work [29] on the 
pixel-domain distributed video coding to the transform-domain by estimating the 
correlation noise model parameters at the DCT band and coefficient levels [30]. In 2009, 
Haung and Forchhammer [31] improved the method proposed in [30] by considering the 
cross-band correlation and using a classification map that is refined after each DCT band 
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is decoded.  Esmaili and Cosman [32], [33] proposed a method to estimate the correlation 
noise parameters by separating and classifying the blocks of each frame based on the 
quality and accuracy of the side information. After determining the class of the individual 
blocks, a value for the Laplacian distribution parameter is assigned to all of the blocks 
belonging to a specific class using a lookup table. In some methods for estimating the 
correlation noise parameter in the transform-domain DVC, the information on the 
previously decoded DCT bands is used to improve the estimation of the correlation noise 
in the succeeding bands, which consequently leads to improving the decoding of the 
successive bands progressively [34], [35]. In [36], a parallel LDPC decoding is used to 
decode and estimate the correlation noise parameters on a factor graph.  In this algorithm, 
the non-stationary characteristic of the correlation noise within a DCT band is not taken 
into account, that is, only one parameter is estimated for the entire the DCT band. In [37] 
and [38], a particle filter-based message-passing algorithm for decoding and adaptively 
estimating the correlation noise parameters has been proposed. As a stochastic method is 
used in the message-passing algorithm, it may lead to unpredictable results. Further, the 
method is slow, since it requires a large number of iterations.  
Side information generation:  RD performance and compression efficiency of a DVC 
codec also depends on the quality of the side information generated at the decoder. The 
side information is usually generated based on motion estimation interpolation and 
extrapolation methods using the previously decoded nearest past and future WZ frame(s) 
or Key frame(s). Higher the quality of the side information frame, more the similarity 
between the side information frame at the decoder and the corresponding Wyner-Ziv 
frame at the encoder. Thus, having high-quality side information frame would result in 
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requiring a smaller number of error correcting bits to be transmitted to the decoder for the 
decoding of the Wyner-Ziv frames, and consequently a better RD performance. As a 
result, some research efforts have focused on improving the RD performance by 
obtaining a high-quality side information to be used in the decoder. In 2005, Ascenso et. 
al proposed a motion compensation frame interpolation (MCFI) scheme [39] to generate 
a side information frame that has been used frequently in DVC codecs in the literature 
[40]-[42]. The authors of [39] subsequently improved their side information generation 
framework by incorporating the concepts of using hierarchical block-size and an adaptive 
search range [43]. In the DISCOVER DVC codec, a side information approach similar to 
that in [43] was adapted. Also, in [44] and [45] symmetric optical flows between frames 
has been used to improve the quality of side information frame in the DVC codecs.  
     There are some other side information generation schemes [46]-[48] that are based on 
transmitting a hash information (hash codes) to the decoder in order to facilitate the 
decoder to generate a high-quality side information. Hash codes, in fact, contain some 
critical information about the original WZ frame. Aaron et. al [46] proposed sending a 
hash information consisting of a small subset of the quantized DCT coefficients of the 
blocks of a WZ frame to the decoder along with the Wyner-Ziv bits to help the decoder to 
generate a higher-quality side information frame. In [47], Ascenso et. al proposed a 
bidirectional hash motion estimation method, in which some quantized DCT bands are 
selected adaptively at the encoder, and then transmitted to the decoder to improve the 
motion estimation accuracy. In [48], the hash information is transmitted for the blocks in 
the regions of a frame where they are difficult to be interpolated reliably to generate the 
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side information at the decoder. A genetic algorithm is then used to exploit the hash 
information and select the best candidate blocks. 
    In the above-described techniques, the side information frame generated and used for 
the decoding is kept unchanged as the decoding process continues. However, as the 
decoding process progresses, more decoded information become available that can be 
used to refine the side information. Based on this observation, some machine learning 
methods have been proposed to improve the SI frame after decoding each bitplane or 
DCT band. In 2008, Varodayan et. al [49] proposed an unsupervised learning method to 
update the motion fields during the LDPC decoding. The side information is refined after 
the syndrome bits are received by the LDPC decoder. In [50], Martins et. al  proposed a 
learning-based side information refinement algorithm, in which the side information is 
refined and gradually improved after the decoding each DCT band. This leads to having a 
more accurate side information, and consequently, a better RD performance. 
      
1.5  Problem Statement 
From the literature review carried out in the previous section, it is clear that the existing 
techniques for improving the rate-distortion performance of distributed video coding rely 
either on an accurate estimation of the correlation noise model or on the quality of the 
side information frame. 
     The drawback of some of the DVC schemes in which the RD performance is 
enhanced by improving the estimation of the correlation noise model is that the 
parameters of the model are estimated prior to the decoding and their values are not 
refined during the course of decoding the WZ frame, that is, the information obtained 
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from the decoding of the previous DCT bands of the WZ frame is not used for a more 
accurate estimation of the correlation noise parameters in the current DCT band. In other 
schemes, even though the correlation noise parameters for a DCT band are refined based 
on the information from the previously decoded DCT bands, these refined parameters are 
kept constant and not further modified during the decoding of that DCT band.  In 
addition, in most of the DVC schemes, the non-stationary characteristic of the correlation 
noise within a DCT band is not adequately taken into account. Consequently, the 
performance of the correlation noise estimation, in general, degrades for that DCT band. 
    On the other hand, the DVC schemes in which the RD performance is enhanced by 
relying on improving the quality of the side information frame suffers from a poor-
quality generation of such a frame when the motion between the decoded frames used for 
the generation of the side information frame is non-linear or the GOP size is large. A 
disadvantage of some of the other DVC schemes is that regardless of the method used to 
generate a good-quality side information frame before the decoding starts, this frame is 
kept unchanged during the decoding of all the DCT bands of the corresponding WZ 
frame. In the other words, the information obtained from the decoding of the DCT bands 
is not employed to refine the side information used for the decoding of the succeeding 
DCT bands.  In some other DVC schemes, the side information frame is updated after 
decoding each DCT band. In these schemes, after modifying the DCT coefficients of a SI 
frame using the reconstructed DCT coefficients of the previous DCT band of the 
corresponding WZ frame, this SI frame is used as a reference for re-estimation of the 
motion vectors employed to generate the updated side information. Since the side 
information is generated using the average of the forward and backward motion 
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compensated frames, these techniques result in unreliable motion vectors for generating 
the updated side information. 
 
1.6 Thesis Objective 
 
 The objective of this thesis is to develop techniques for improving the rate-distortion 
performance of distributed video coding by focusing on the estimation of correlation 
noise model and the quality of the side information frame. Within this theme, the work of 
this thesis is carried out in two streams. 
      In the first part of this thesis, a new decoder is proposed by developing a technique 
for the estimation and refinement of the correlation noise parameters as well as by 
introducing a novel procedure for the decoding of the DCT coefficients.  In the proposed 
decoder, the process of refining the correlation noise parameters and decoding the 
bitplanes of a DCT band are carried out alternately in a recursive manner with a view to 
progressively improve the overall decoding performance. The progressive improvement 
in the decoding performance is achieved by devising a scheme in which the decoding 
result of one iteration in the form of a soft information on all the bitplanes of a DCT band 
is passed on to an augmented factor graph, which in turn, refines the correlation noise 
parameters to be used by next iteration of decoding.  
     In the second part of the thesis, a new algorithm is designed for a progressive 
improvement in the decoding of successive DCT bands by refining the side information 
frame based on the information on all the previously decoded DCT bands. The 
progressive improvement in the side information is achieved by employing all the DCT 
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band coefficients decoded up to that point of the decoding process in the forward and 
backward motion compensated frames, which are then utilized to obtain the current 
version of the refined side information frame.  
1.7  Organization of the Thesis 
The thesis is organized as follows.  
     In Chapter 2, some background material necessary for the development of the research 
problem undertaken in this thesis is presented. Channel coding and its role in the 
distributed coding (Wyner-Ziv coding) are explained. The LDPCA coding as an example 
of channel coding used in the transform-domain DVC, particularly in the DISCOVER 
codec, is described and its performance illustrated. Estimation of the correlation noise 
model parameters and generation of side information in the DISCOVER codec, and their 
significance in a DVC codec are explained in detail. The metrics used to evaluate the 
performance and efficiency of DVC codecs are briefly described.  
     In Chapter 3, a new decoder is proposed to carry out alternately the processes of 
refinement of the correlation noise parameters and decoding of a DCT band of the WZ 
frame in a recursive manner in order to improve the overall decoding efficiency and the 
RD performance of a DVC codec. A Bayesian estimator is used to estimate the 
correlation noise parameters by deriving the posterior distribution for each block of 
symbols in a DCT band, given the side information, and by using the messages received 
from a set of parallel LDPCA decoders. The posterior distribution is approximated to a 
gamma distribution by using the variational Bayes algorithm. A scheme is devised to 
update the messages returned to the set of LDPCA decoders by using the approximated 
distribution. Finally, an algorithm that incorporates these processes is presented. The 
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efficiency of the proposed decoder is evaluated by incorporating it in two transform- 
domain DVC codecs and examining their RD performance. The performance of the 
modified DVC codecs is compared with that of the original codecs on several video 
sequences with different motion characteristics.   
      In Chapter 4, an algorithm for carrying out a progressive refinement of the side 
information frame is proposed by exploiting the information on all the previously 
decoded DCT bands with a view to improve the RD performance in a DVC codec.  A 
method is developed to modify the DCT coefficients in the backward and forward motion 
compensated frames by using the reconstructed DCT coefficients within the previously 
decoded DCT bands. Then, a scheme is devised to carry out the motion estimation 
between the updated backward motion compensated frame and the past decoded frame as 
well as between the updated forward motion compensated frame and the future decoded 
frame by using a hierarchical block search mechanism in order to find reliable motion 
vectors. Finally, these vectors are used to generate the refined side information for 
decoding the current DCT band. The efficiency of the proposed method is evaluated by 
employing the proposed algorithm in a DVC codec and examining its RD performance. 
The performance of the resulting DVC codecs is compared with that of the original codec 
on several video sequences.  As a final study of this chapter, improvement in the rate-
distortion performance of the DVC codec is investigated by incorporating the proposed 
algorithm for refining the side information into the decoder proposed in Chapter 3. 
      Finally, in Chapter 5, concluding remarks highlighting the contributions of the thesis 
and suggestions for some further investigation of topics related to the work of this thesis 
are provided. 





In this chapter, the background material for the work undertaken in this thesis is 
presented. In Section 2.2, the use of channel codes, in particular LDPC codes in 
distributed coding, is explained. In section 2.3, a commonly used technique for the 
generation of side information used in the transform-domain DVC codec is described. In 
Section 2.4, modeling of the correlation noise and a well-known method for calculating 
the parameters of the distribution of the correlation noise is presented. 
 
2.2 Channel Codes for Distributed Coding  
      Most of the practical Wyner-Ziv codecs are implemented using channel codes such as 
Turbo codes [51] and LDPC codes [52]. The distributed video coding, also known as 
Wyner-Ziv video coding, is implemented using these advanced channel codes. In a 
typical channel coding problem, the channel noise is added to the transmitted data during 
transmission. Hence, an error correcting information is added to the original data at the 
encoder in order to protect them against the channel errors. However, in a distributed 
coding problem, the Wyner-Ziv encoder transmits only the error correcting information 
to the decoder; since the noisy version Y  of the original signal X , called the side 
information, is already available at the decoder. The ratio of the error correcting bits sent 
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by the Wyner-Ziv encoder to the number of bits in the sequence X   indicates the 
compression rate.  
2.2.1  LDPC codes for distributed coding 
A low-density parity-check (LDPC) code is a linear error-correcting code that was 
originally invented by Gallager [53] in 1963. This code had been forgotten for several 
decades until it was rediscovered in 1996 by Mackay [54] after the invention of the Turbo 
codes. Compared to other channel codes, LDPC codes are more suited for distributed 
source coding applications [55], [56]. The application of LDPC codes for the distributed 
source coding problem was first suggested by Murayama [57]. Unlike the conventional 
channel coding problem, in [57], a syndrome sequence is determined for encoding each 
source sequence by using a low-density parity-check matrix. Leveris et. al [58] viewed 
this problem differently by considering one of the two statistically dependent sources 
considered in [57] to be available at the decoder, but by using the same syndrome-based 
approach as in [57]. In view of this, a system for compression of a source sequence, as 
shown in Figure 2.1 was considered in [58], where the source X  and the side information 
Y  are assumed to be two correlated random variables with the latter being available at the 
decoder. The sequence Y  is considered to be transmitted to the decoder with a rate equal  
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to the entropy of Y , )(YH . Hence, according to Slepian-wolf theorem [10], the sequence 
X  can be transmitted at a rate )|( YXHR  .  
    In order to use the channel codes, the system in Figure 2.1 can be equivalently 
represented by the system shown in Figure 2.2, where  the correlation between sequences 
X  and Y  is modeled as a communication channel (a virtual channel) so that the 
sequences X  and Y  are, respectively, the input and distorted output of the channel and 
S  is a compressed version of the codeword X . If X  and Y  are assumed to be uniform 
binary codes and the correlation between X  and Y  is modeled by a binary symmetric 
channel (BSC), then s  represents the syndrome bits of the corresponding binary sequence
X . In view of this model, regular and irregular LDPC syndrome codes were proposed in 
[58] for the distributed source coding problem.  It was also shown in [58] that the LDPC 
codes provide better results compared to that provided by the turbo codes for the 
Gaussian and binary symmetric correlation channels. 
 
 














     An LDPC syndrome code is determined by a randomly-generated sparse parity-check 
matrix H  or equivalently by the corresponding bipartite factor graph. This graph consists 
of a set of n  variable nodes representing the n  bits of a codeword X and another set of 
m  nodes, called the check nodes, for the m  syndrome bits. For encoding the n-length 
binary codeword X , the matrix H  is multiplied with the binary codeword 
 nxxxX ,...,, 21 , to get the corresponding m-length syndrome s . On a factor graph, it is 
equivalent to a binary summation of all the values of the variable nodes connected to the 
same check node. An example of this encoding procedure for 7n  and 4m  is shown 































































                          
 
                  
Figure 2.3  An example of encoding for LDPC syndrome codes for 7n  and 4m . 
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Decoding 
      On the decoder side, the n-length code  nxxxX ,...,, 21  is decoded by an iterative  
message-passing decoding algorithm, called the belief propagation (BP) or sum-product 
algorithm, on a bipartite factor graph, given the m length syndrome ],...,,[ 21 mssss   
and n -length sequence  nyyyY ,...,, 21 . The sequence Y is considered to be encoded 
using a conventional encoding method and is decoded perfectly (i.e., without any error) at 
the decoder. Figure 2.4 shows an example of a decoding graph. 
 
Figure 2.4  An example of a decoding graph. 
 
     Let 
ji cv   denote the outgoing message from the variable node iv   to the check node 
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messages represent the log-likelihood ratio (LLR) values that are passed to each node by 
an edge of the graph. An iterative message-passing algorithm for decoding    
 
 
(a)                                                                                (b) 
Figure 2.5  Message passing through the edges of a decoding graph.  
 
the codeword X   is carried out on the decoding graph by following the steps given 
below. 
 
Step 1 - The variable node iv , ni ,..,2,1 ,  is initialized with a soft-input information (a 








yxPL                                                                                               (2-1) 
For example, if the correlation between X  and Y are modeled as a binary symmetric 
























































1|log                                                               (2-2)  
Step 2- A message 
ji cv   passing on the edge of the graph from the thi  variable node iv  
to  thj  check node jc   is obtained by the summation of all the incoming messages to the 









cv Lm                                                                                         (2-3) 
where )( ivn  denotes the set of all the nodes connected to the variable node iv ,  
}{\)( ji cvn  denotes all the nodes, except jc , connected to node iv  and ivh  represents 
the message from the check node }{\)( ji cvnh to the variable node iv . It should be 
noted that all the 
ivh ’s  have a zero value in the first iteration.  
 
Step 3- A message 
jj vc    from the thj  check node jc  to the  thi  variable node iv    is 
obtained after carrying out a processing on all the incoming messages to the check node 






















                                                 (2-4) 
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where )( jcn  denotes all the variable nodes connected to the check node jc and 
}{\)( ij vcn  denotes all the nodes, except iv , connected to the check node jc  and jck  
represents the message from the variable node }{\)( ij vcnk   to the check node jc . 
 
    The message passing process given by steps 2 and 3 is carried out between each pair of 
a variable node and a check node that are connected by an edge of the graph until the 
change in the LLR value is negligible or a pre-specified number of iterations is reached.  
 Step 4- After the last iteration, the decoded bit ixˆ  , ni ,..,2,1 , is obtained as 












0,1ˆ )(                                                                         (2-5) 
 
2.2.2 Rate-adaptive LDPC accumulated (LDPCA) code 
     The syndrome-based LDPC codes for a fixed rate distributed source coding as 
described in the previous subsection, if used for a rate-adaptive distributed coding, the 
syndrome bits need to be transmitted incrementally from the encoder to the decoder. 
However, in this case for achieving a high compression codes, the performance would 
not be satisfactory. The reason behind this is that the corresponding decoding graph 
would contain some unconnected or singly connected nodes. Varodayan et. al [59] 
presented a method to construct rate-adaptive LDPC codes, called the low-density parity-
check accumulated (LDPCA) code, for a distributed source coding, which performs well 
even for a high compression rate. The LDPCA encoder consists of a syndrome-based 
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LDPC and an accumulator as shown in Figure 2.6. In the LDPCA encoder, the source bits 
],...,,[ 21 nxxxX   are first binary summed at the syndrome nodes to provide syndrome 
bits nsss ...,,, 21 . Then, these syndrome bits are undergone a modulo 2 accumulation to 
generate the accumulated syndrome bits naaa ...,,, 21 . The encoder keeps these 
accumulated syndrome bits in a buffer and transmits them to decoder incrementally as 
requested.  
 
Figure 2.6  An example of LDPCA encoder. 
The LDPCA decoder modifies its decoding graph after the receipt of each increment of 
the accumulated syndrome bits. Then, the BP algorithm is applied to this decoder graph 
in a way as explained in the previous subsection in order to decode the source bits 
]...,,,[ 21 nxxxX  .  In order to validate the performance of LDPCA codes, a simulation 
is carried out to obtain the coding rate for the source sequence X  with lengths of 396 and 
6336 by using the regular and irregular LDPCA codes and considering an i.i.d. binary 
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Figures 2.7 and 2.8 show the encoding rate points corresponding to different values of the 
channel error probability )( iie yxPp   for the sequence X  with lengths  396 and 
6336, respectively.  The Slepian-Wolf bound for the rate of the source sequence X  is 
also shown in these figures. It can be seen from these figures that by using LDPCA 
codes, we can achieve a rate XR  for encoding the sequence X  that is close to the 
Slepian-Wolf bound ).|( YXH  
 
Figure 2.7  Performance of the rate-adaptive codes of length 396 with the i.i.d binary 
                   symmetric statistics. 
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Figure 2.8 Performance of the rate-adaptive codes of length 6336 with the i.i.d binary 
                  symmetric statistics. 
 
    In most of the practical Stanford-based DVC solutions, including the well-known 
DISCOVER codec, the same LDPCA codes as described above are used for encoding 
each bitplane of a DCT band of the WZ frame. The accumulated syndrome bits are 
generated in the LDPCA encoder for each of the bitplanes of a DCT band and stored in a 
buffer. They are transmitted incrementally as per the decoder request. At the decoder, 
after receiving each increment of the syndrome bits, the corresponding LDPCA decoding 
graph is generated and then the decoding procedure using the BP message passing, as 
described in Section 2.2.1, is used to decode the bitplane. The soft-input information for 
the LDPCA decoder is obtained using the side information and the correlation noise 
distribution as explained in the following two sections. 
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2.3  Generation of Side Information  
      The quality of the side information frame at the decoder significantly influences the 
rate-distortion performance of the distributed video coding. A higher quality side 
information leads to a higher correlation (i.e., more similarity) between the side 
information at the decoder and the corresponding WZ frame at the encoder and thus 
results in requiring the encoder to send fewer syndrome bits to the decoder in order to 
decode the WZ frame. The side information is often generated at the decoder as an 
intermediate frame between the two previously decoded adjacent frames by employing a 
scheme of motion compensated interpolation between these two past and future frames. 
Typically, a block-matching criterion is used to find the best symmetric motion vectors 
for each block in the intermediate frame with respect to the previously decoded past and 
future frames. Then, the average of the motion compensated blocks from the two adjacent 
frames (past and future) is used to obtain the interpolated frame as the side information 
frame used for decoding the WZ frame.  
   Even though there are some limitations in the motion compensated interpolation (MCI) 
scheme especially for the video sequences with complex and nonlinear motions, this 
scheme still leads to a more consistent RD performance in DVC compared to that 
provided by other techniques used for generating a side information frame. In view of 
this, a side information generation technique based on MCI was adapted and integrated 
into the DISCOVER codec. In fact, an advanced MCI technique depicted by the block 
diagram given in Figure 2.9 has been used in the DISCOVER codec. In this DVC codec, 
by considering the past and future decoded frames, PX  and FX  (reference frames), an 
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interpolated frame, i.e, the side information frame for the corresponding WZ frame, is 






Figure 2.9  Side information generation in the DISCOVER codec [16]. 
 
1)  Frames PX  and FX  are filtered by a 3x3 low-pass mean filter in order to 
improve the reliability of the motion vectors. A block-matching algorithm 
is then used for the forward motion estimation that determines the 
motions from the frame PX  to the frame FX . In this algorithm, a full 
search motion estimation using the mean absolute difference (MAD) 
criterion is performed to find the motion vector field.  
2)  A bidirectional motion estimation is carried out in order to find a pair of 
symmetric motion vectors from each block in the intermediate frame to 
the two matched blocks in the frames pX  and FX  by employing a 
hierarchical coarse-to-fine approach with an adaptive search rage. At first, 
a large block of size (16×16) is used to deal with the fast motions. Then, a 
smaller block of size (8×8) is used to achieve a higher precision. Finally, 
a spatial motion-smoothing algorithm [17] based on weighted vector 
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vv  , for each block in the 
interpolated frame, with subscripts x  and y  representing the pixel 
position in the interpolated frame. It is to be noted that the motion vector 
between the two matched blocks in the past and future frame is ),( yx vv . 
 
3)  A bidirectional motion compensation is performed between PX  and FX  
using the symmetric motion vectors obtained in step 2 in order to generate 
the interpolated frame as the side information frame SIY  given by 

























yxY                         (2-6) 
 
Figures 2.9 and 2.10 show the side information frames generated using the above 
technique for the 9th and 41st frames (two WZ frames) of the Foreman sequence with a 
QCIF spatial resolution and 15-Hz frame rate. By considering GOP = 2, the side 
information frame for the 9th frame of the Foreman sequence is obtained using its 
adjacent decoded Key frames, namely the 8th and 10th frames. Further, the side 
information frame for the 41st frame (a WZ frame) is generated using its adjacent 
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(a)                                               (b) 
 
Figure 2.9  WZ frame (9th frame) of the Foreman sequence. (a) Original frame at the 









(a)                                               (b)               
   Figure 2.10 WZ frame (41st frame) of the Foreman sequence. (a) Original frame at  
                       the encoder. (b)  The corresponding side information frame  
                       (PSNR = 26.66 dB) 
 
 
     To evaluate the quality of the side information frame in comparison to the 
corresponding WZ frame, the peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) criterion is used. As 
shown in Figures 2.9 and 2.10, the PSNR values for the side information frames obtained 
for the 9th and 41st frames (WZ frames) are 30.63 dB and 26.66 dB, respectively, 
indicating that the quality of side information frame generated by the side information 
generation technique, as explained above, depends on the complexity and linearity of the 
motions between the reference frames. 
     In general, for video sequences that consist of simple and slow motions, the quality of 
the side information frames is, on average, higher than that of those with fast and 
complex motions. Thus, the DVC codec has better performance in low-motion video 
sequences containing relatively static scenes.  
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2.4  Correlation Noise Estimation 
 In the transform-domain distributed video coding, the correlation noise is a term used to 
describe the statistical residual between a DCT coefficient of the WZ frame and the DCT 
coefficient at the corresponding side information frame. This correlation noise is modeled 
in the distributed video coding scheme by a probability distribution. 
      As mentioned in Chapter 1, a suitable distribution to model the correlation noise 
should be chosen and then its parameters be estimated precisely in order to improve the 
RD performance in the distributed video coding. This correlation noise model is used to 
convert the side information into a soft input information needed for the LDPCA 
decoding. Hence, using a more accurate correlation noise model with precise parameters 
should lead to a more reliable soft-input information for the LDPCA decoder thus 
resulting in an improved decoding efficiency, and consequently, in a higher overall 
coding efficiency.  
     Most of the Stanford-based distributed video coding schemes, such as the one used in 
the DISCOVER codec, employ a Laplacian distribution to model the correlation noise. 
Even though there are some other accurate correlation noise models, e.g., the generalized 
Gaussian distribution, the Laplacian distribution provides a good trade-off between the 
accuracy and complexity [22].  
     By considering a specific DCT band DCTX  of a WZ frame and the corresponding 
DCT band DCTY  of the SI frame SIY ,  the correlation noise DCTDCT YX   can be 
modeled by a Laplacian distribution as 




                                                           (2-
7) 
where, )(uX DCT  is 
thu  transform coefficient in the DCT band DCTX  of the the WZ 
frame and )(uYDCT  is the corresponding transform coefficient in the DCT band DCTY  of 
the SI frame, and   is the parameter of the distribution given as 
2
2
                                                                                                                         (2-8) 
2  being the variance of the residual DCTDCT YX   between a DCT coefficient band of 
the WZ frame and the corresponding DCT band of the SI frame.  
      Since each DCT band has different statistics and is independent of the other DCT 
bands, a different parameter should be considered for the correlation noise model for each 
DCT band. Figures 2.11 and 2.12 show the actual (empirical) histograms of the DCT 
band residual in two different DCT bands (the 6th and 10th DCT bands) for the 2nd   frame 
of the Foreman sequences with a spatial QCIF resolution and the frame rate of 15 Hz. 
The plots of the Laplacian distribution with parameter value obtained using (2-8) are also 
shown in these figures. 
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Figure 2.11. Histogram of correlation noise DCTDCT YX  for the 6th DCT band in the 2nd 
frame of the Foreman sequence.  
 
 Figure 2.12. Histogram of correlation noise DCTDCT YX  for the  10th DCT band in 
the 2nd frame of the Foreman sequence.  
 
    The use of the actual DCT band residual ( DCTDCT YX  ) between the DCT coefficient 
band of WZ frame and that of the corresponding side information frame to find the 



















Laplacian distribution with =0.1691
Histogram of XDCT-YDCT



















Laplacian distribution with =0.2867
Histogram of XDCT-YDCT
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correlation noise is not practical, and not used in a DVC scheme, since the WZ frame and 
its DCT bands are not available at the decoder. Moreover, the correlation noise is not 
stationary within each DCT band, and consequently, use of the same parameter for the 
Laplacian distribution to model the correlation noise for all the DCT coefficients in that 
band would actually lead to a lower performance.  
       In [30], Brites et al. proposed a solution for an online estimation of the Laplacian 
distribution parameter for the transform-domain Stanford-based DVC codecs in both the 
band and coefficient levels. In their work, the following technique has been used to 
estimate a different Laplacian distribution parameter for each DCT band of a frame. 
1) Residual frame   between the same forward and backward motion compensated 
frames as those used to generate the side information frame, is computed as 
 
























yx                                         (2-9) 
 














yx vv  are the same symmetric bidirectional motion    
         vectors as those used in (2-1) to generate the side information. 
2) A 4x4 DCT block is applied to the residual frame   in order to obtain the DCT 
coefficient frame T . 
3) The variance 2b of  thb  DCT band of T  is computed as 
    222 )||( bbb TETE                                                                            (2-10) 
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      where  bT  is the thb  DCT band extracted from the DCT frame T  and || bT
represents 
       a band with absolute of the coefficients in  bT . 




b                                                                                                               (2-
11) 
5) The distance 









||1                                                                                                    (2-12)     
is computed as                                                        

kb bb mT k ||                                                                                                       (2-
13) 
6) The parameter 
kb  for thk  coefficient of the 


















                                                                                (2-14) 
A value of 2
kb  less than 2b  implies that the thk  coefficient of the thb  DCT band  
corresponds to a well-interpolated area (high quality SI). In this case, then the parameter 
b  obtained in step 4 (2-11) for the DCT band is a reliable estimation for the parameter 
kb   In contrast, a value of 
2
kb  larger than 2b  ,  indicates that the corresponding block is 
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not correctly interpolated and the quality of SI obtained for that block is low. Hence, the 
band-level parameter b  is not the best estimate. In this case, the distance 2kb  is used 
instead of  2b  in (2-11) to indicate less confidence in the DCT coefficients in blocks 
that are not interpolated correctly during the SI generation procedure (low-quality 
blocks). The Laplacian distribution with the parameter 
kb  obtained in (2-14) for each 
DCT band coefficient in a specific WZ frame is then used to obtain the soft input 
information for decoding the corresponding bitplaines on an LDPCA decoding graph. 
 
2.5  Summary 
The purpose of this chapter has been to present some background material on the main 
modules in the distributed video coding.  The channel codes, particularly the LDPCA 
codes in the distributed video coding, along with the message passing algorithm on 
decoding graphs has been explained in detail. The importance of the side information 
frame and correlation noise model in the RD performance of the distributed video coding 
has been emphasized. Finally, a commonly used method for the generation of side 
information and another one for the estimation of the correlation noise parameter in the 
transform-domain distributed video coding have been described. 
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CHAPTER 3 
Joint Correlation Noise Estimation and Decoding 
3.1  Introduction 
As mentioned earlier, the correlation noise model greatly influences the coding efficiency 
and the rete-distortion performance of distributed video coding. In other words, having a 
more accurate information about the correlation noise leads to a better decoding 
performance and consequently, a superior rate-distortion performance.  In view of this, 
after a suitable choice of a distribution to model the correlation noise, the parameters of 
this distribution need to be estimated precisely in order to improve the RD performance 
in the distributed video coding. In this chapter, we have investigated the problem of 
obtaining the correlation noise parameter in the DVC decoder in order to improve the 
rate-distortion performance and coding efficiency in distributed video coding. Since, the 
decoder does not have access to the encoded WZ frame at the encoder and the correlation 
noise is non-stationary, it is difficult to model the correlation noise and to obtain its 
parameters accurately. In most of the online methods [29]-[34], the estimation of the 
correlation noise parameters is performed before the Wyner-Ziv decoder starts to decode 
the bitplanes of each DCT band of a WZ frame and the estimated parameters are kept 
constant, that is, they are not modified during the decoding of each DCT band. As the 
soft information on each bitplane corresponding to a DCT band is available during the 
decoding process at the decoder, this information could be used to refine the correlation 
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noise parameters during the decoding process. In view of this, a recursive algorithm and a 
decoder based on variational Bayes is proposed in this chapter in order to refine the 
correlation noise distribution parameter while decoding all the bitplanes corresponding to 
the current DCT band on an augmented decoding factor graph [60, 61]. In Section 3.2, 
using an augmented factor graph, a parallel decoding of several bitplanes as well as the 
Bayesian estimation of the correlation noise parameter is briefly reviewed. In Section 3.3, 
a message passing algorithm on the augmented factor graph is proposed. The variational 
Bayes method is employed to approximate the posterior distribution of the correlation 
noise parameter. This approximated distribution is then used to derive a closed-form 
expression for the messages on the augmented factor graph. In Section 3.4, the 
performance of the proposed algorithm is experimentally studied in the framework of a 
DVC codec using several video sequences.  
3.2  Bayesian Estimation of Correlation Noise Parameters in Parallel  
       LDPCA Decoders 
 
As the correlation noise distribution in DVC is defined at the symbol or coefficient level, 
all the corresponding bitplanes are required to be available for them to be decoded 
simultaneously on an augmented factor graph in order to estimate the parameter of the 
correlation noise [36], [49]. Therefore, parallel LDPCA decoders need to be used. As a 
consequence, cross correlation between the bitplanes is utilized to improve the decoding 
performance of DVC [36].  The parameters of the correlation noise distribution are 
unknown and need to be estimated during the decoding process dynamically and 
progressively. One way of estimating the unknown parameters   is by using the 
maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) method which seeks the parameters that 
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maximize the likelihood function )|( DP  for an observation D . The maximum 
likelihood estimation has been used for estimating the channel and correlation noise 
parameters in distributed source coding (DSC) [62] and distributed video coding (DVC) 
problems [63], [64]. In [62], it has been used to estimate the cross-over probability for 
binary symmetric channel (BSC) modeling of the channel in DSC, while for estimating 
the correlation noise parameter during the decoding process in DVC [63], [64]. One of 
the drawbacks with MLE is that the entire probability mass is used to assign probabilities 
to the observed data. Further, MLE performs poorly when the sample size is small. One 
way of overcoming these drawbacks is to add a prior distribution for  , which allows to 
adjust and control the distribution of the probability mass function of the unobserved data 
relative to that of observed data. Employing the Bayes rule, we can use such a prior 
distribution for   so that a posteriori distribution, conditioned on the data D, can be 
derived as LPDPDP /)()|()|(   , where L  is a normalization factor. In maximum 
a posteriori (MAP) estimation, we look for the parameters   that maximize the posterior 
distribution )|( DP  . MLE and MAP are point estimation methods that yield fixed 
values for  . Consequently, any information regarding the uncertainty of the parameters 
is not taken into account. To address this problem, the Bayesian estimation is used, 
wherein all the possible values for   are considered by defining a probability 
distribution for  . Hence, in this approach, the parameter estimation is equivalent to 
calculating the posterior distribution of  . Also, the Bayesian estimation performs better 
than MLE when the sample size is small. 
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    Suppose  NDCT yyyY ,...,, 21 , N  being the number of 4x4 blocks in the side information 
frame, is the DCT coefficient band obtained from the side information frame constructed 
in a DVC decoder and  NDCT xxxX ,...,, 21  is the corresponding DCT coefficient band of 
the current WZ frame quantized to 2  levels, where   is the number of bitplanes for 
the quantized coefficient band DCTX . These bitplanes are jointly decoded using the 
LDPCA decoders. In order to take into consideration the non-stationary characteristic of 
the correlation noise in each DCT band in the proposed scheme, a parameter   
( MNj /.....,,2,1 ) is assigned to each block of M  symbols. As M  is selected to be 
relatively small, the Bayesian estimation is more suitable for estimating the parameter . 
Considering only the thj  block of the DCT coefficients, the posterior distribution for the 




DCT yyyY   consisting 
of M  DCT coefficients in the DCT band constructed from the current side information 
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i xyP ,( ), j , where 
j
ix  is the coefficient in the DCT band of the WZ frame corresponding to jiy  , (3-1) gets  















































   
 
   (3-2) 
where the summation is over all the 2  values that jix  can assume. To find the posterior 
distribution, the corresponding factor graph is first obtained. In the factor graph, a 





i xyP   in (3-2) is represented by the factor node ),,( jjijiji xyf   in the factor 
graph, while the prior distribution for jix  , )(
j
ixP , by the message )( jifx xjii   from the 
variable node jix  to the factor node 
j
if . As a consequence, the posterior distribution 
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   to be the output message 






i xyf   to the variable node j  in the 
factor graph shown in Figure 3.1. Therefore, the posterior distribution in (3-3) can be 
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We now introduce a factor node jg  so that the prior distribution of ,  P( ), can be 

































)()(1                                                         (3-5) 
 
Without loss of generality, we assume that the above equation is normalized so that the 














)()(                                                              (3-6) 
 
The expression in (3-6) shows that the posterior distribution of  given jDCTY  can be 
calculated as the product of all the M incoming messages from the factor nodes ,  





Figure 3.1  Factor graph with the output message )( jf ji    = jiS . 
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factor node jg . Hence, the posterior distribution  jDCTj YP   given by (3-6) can be 





2   level quantizer for the DCT band X, the quantization indices of that 
DCT band turn into   bitplanes, ],....,,[ 21 Ncccc bbbB  , ,...,2,1c . A total of   
LDPCA decoders are used in parallel to decode all the bitplanes. The belief propagation 
(BP) decoding algorithm, explained in Section 2.2, is used on the factor graphs of the 
LDPCA decoders to obtain the log-likelihood ratios (LLR) for each bit icb  in the 
bitplane cB . The factor graphs of each of the LDPCA decoders used for decoding the 
bitplanes cB  are augmented by the factor graph )Figure 3.2( representing  jDCTj YP   
for ./...,,2,1 MNj   The augmented LDPCA decoder is obtained as shown in Figure 3.3.  
Rectangular blocks in this figure represent LDPCA decoder graphs each constructed for 














)( jg jj  
Figure 3.2  Factor graph representing the posterior distribution  jDCTj YP   given by 
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Source node Syndrome 
node 
N  source nodes and ct  syndrome nodes corresponding to ct  accumulated syndrome bits 
received by the decoder, as shown in  Figure 3.4. It should be noted that at the  encoder,  
N  accumulated  syndrome  bits  are  produced,  as  explained  in  Section 2.2,  for  each  
 
 
Figure 3.3  Augmented decoder factor graph. 
 
   
bitplane according to the structure of LDPC encoder graph and the concatenated 
accumulator. These N bits are stored in a buffer and sent  to  the decoder  incrementally at 
the request of the decoder. Based on the number of accumulated syndrome bits, ct ,  
received at the decoder for thc  bitplane, the LDPCA  decoder  graph  for  that  bitplane  
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Details of Block j  in Figure 3.3 are shown in Figure 3.5, where jicb , ...,,2,1c , 





  is calculated using LLR of the bit jicb  obtained using the BP algorithm in order to 
pass the messages back and forth between the source and syndrome nodes in the LDPCA 




  is 









Figure. 3.4  LDPCA decoder graph for the bitplane cB . 
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Figure 3.5  Factor graph for block j in Figure 3.3. 
 
 
It is prohibitively expensive to compute the posterior distribution )|( jDCTj YP   as given 
by (3-5), since it contains M2   terms resulting from the M  factors on the right side of 
(3-5), where each factor is a sum of 2  terms. Also, we need a simple and closed-form 
expression for the posterior distribution )|( jDCTj YP   that can be used to derive 
expressions for the messages employed in the message passing algorithm. In view of 
these, the posterior distribution )|( jDCTj YP   needs to be approximated by a simple 
distribution, such as a distribution from the exponential family. 
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3.3 New Decoding Algorithm Based on Variational Bayes 
    In this section, a new recursive message passing algorithm is proposed to decode all 
the bitplanes corresponding to each of the DCT bands. The proposed recursive algorithm 
consists of following three modules: 
1- A module for the variational Bayes algorithm to approximate the posterior 
distribution  
2- A module for the message updating  
3- A module for carrying out parallel LDPCA decoding. 
 
These three modules are explained next in detail followed by a complete description of 
the overall decoding algorithm.  
3.3.1  Variational Bayes to approximate the posterior distribution   
It was seen in Section 3.2 that the posterior distribution )|( jj YP   given by (3.5) consists 
of M2  terms and that it does not have a closed-form expression. Hence, the calculation 
of the posterior distribution is extremely expensive. Sampling methods, also known as 
particle methods, such as the Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method, are 
frequently used for the approximation of the posterior distribution [65]. These methods 
are stochastic approximation methods [66], but still have high computational costs. In 
addition, results using any of these methods vary for each run of the algorithm.  Another 
class of methods, known as deterministic approximation methods, are much faster than 
the stochastics ones. The main idea behind the deterministic methods is to find a 
distribution function that is as close to the true posterior distribution as possible. 
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Variational Bayes (VB) is a well-known deterministic method that is used to approximate 
the true posterior distribution [67], [68].  
     In a general Bayesian problem, one of the objectives is to find )|( DZP , where Z  
denotes all the unknown parameters and the hidden variables, and D  represents the 
observed variables. Since the exact calculation of )|( DZP  is prohibitively expensive, it is 
necessary to find an approximation for )|( DZP . It is known that for a given distribution 
)(Zq , the log marginal probability of  D  can be decomposed as [68]  
 
                                         )()()(ln qpqKLDP                                                    (3-6)           
where 







)(ln)()(       








In the above equation, the metric )( pqKL  is the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence that 
quantifies the similarity between the two distributions, )(Zq  and )|( DZP , and )(q  
represents  the lower bound for )(ln DP .  In order for )(Zq  to be an approximation of 
)|( DZP  and at the same time be a tractable distribution, a restricted family of 
distributions is considered for )(Zq . In fact, we try to restrict )(Zq  to be a tractable 
distribution that is flexible enough to provide a proper approximation to the true posterior 
distribution. Then, the members of this distribution family are found for which the KL 
divergence in (3-7b) is minimized. It is equivalent to maximizing the lower bound )(q
with respect to )(Zq .  
    (3-7a) 
(3-7b) 
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    Suppose the elements of Z  are partitioned into S  disjoint subsets, nz  ( Sn ...,,1 ). 










The objective is to find the distribution q(Z) that leads to the largest lower bound )(q . 
As shown in [68], the variational optimization of )(q  with respect to the thm  factor,
)( mm zq , can be obtained using 
 
   SmCZDPEzq mnmm   1,),(ln)(ln  
where C is a constant, and   n
mn
nnmn dzzqZDPZDPE  

  )(),(ln),(ln .  
The above equation represents the condition for maximizing the lower bound )(q , or 
equivalently, minimizing the KL divergence with respect to the thm  factor, )( mm zq . 
Solving (3-9) for ),( mm zq  Sm ...,,1 , leads to a distribution )(Zq  that is an 
approximation of the posterior distribution )|( DZP  .  
     The above method is used in our proposed scheme to approximate the posterior 
distribution )( jj YP   derived in Section 3.2, and consequently, the message structure on 
the augmented LDPC decoder in the thj  block illustrated in Figure 3.5 gets simplified. 





j hhhH  , where each jih  , Mi ...,,2,1 , is a K -length vector ( 2K ), is 
(3-8) 
(3-9) 
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employed. Let Z  denotes the set },{ jjH   , where j  is the unknown parameter of the 
correlation noise model that needs to be estimated. The variational factorization given by 
(3-8) can now be performed, for 2S  by letting jHz 1 and jz 2  as 
)()()()(),()( 212211 jjjj qHqzqzqHqZq                                                     (3-10)                                                                                                                             
 
where )(2 jq  is the variational approximation for )|( jDCTj YP  . After the factorization, 
the optimization process using (3-9) is carried out for both the factors by considering the 
observed variable D  to be the side information jDCTY  in our problem. Hence, in this case, 
the VB algorithm (3-9)  can be represented by the following two equations: 
 
11 )],,([ln)(ln CHYPEHq jj
j
DCTj j                                                                (3-
11a)          
22 )],,([ln)(ln CHYPEq jj
j
DCTHj j                                                                       (3-11b) 
 
where the joint distribution ),,( jj
j

















      (3-12)                       
 
To determine )(1 jq   and )(1 jHq  from (3-11), we first need to find an expression for 
),,( jj
j
DCT HYP   in (3-12). 
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    For each WZ frame in the encoder, all of the coefficients in a specific DCT coefficient 
band have been uniformly quantized to 2K  level to generate the quantized symbols. At 
the decoder, since the DCT coefficients of WZ frame, jix s, are not available, we use a 







ik IyxEw    where Kk ,...,2,1  , kI  is thk quantization interval 
and j  is the initial value of the correlation noise distribution parameter. In view of this, 
for each side information DCT coefficient jiy  extracted in the decoder, a hidden variable 
vector jih  is considered as a K -length binary vector with elements jih 1 , jih 2 ,…. jiKh  . 
This vector has only one element equal to 1 and the rest are all zeros. For each 
observation jiy , the position of 1 in each vector 
j
ih  is determined by the quantization 
interval index (quantized symbol) so that if d
j
i Ix  , Kd 1 , only the thd  element of 





 . By considering this feature for the 







































wxhP   
respectively.  
 
Using the expressions for ),( jjiji hyP   and ),( jihP  (3-11a) can be rewritten as 
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 
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                                                                                                                                    (3-13a)                                                                                               
Similarly, (3-11b) can also be rewritten as                                                                      
 
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In distributed video coding, the correlation noise, which is the difference between each 
DCT coefficient band of the WZ frame and the corresponding one in the side information 
frame is often modeled by Gaussian or Laplacian distribution.  In the following 
subsections, we consider the Gaussian and Laplacian distributions for the correlation 
noise model to solve (3-13a) and (3-13b) simultaneously in order to find )(2 jq   as an 
approximation to )|( jDCTj Yp  . 
A) Gaussian distribution for the correlation noise model 
   Assuming a Gaussian distribution for the correlation noise, we can express the 




















                                (3-14)                     
Substituting (3-14) in (3-13a) and after some simplification, it can be shown that 




























































































































                                                                                                                                     (3-15)   
 
where 
























   
      (3-16a)                     
 







                                                                                                              (3-16b) 














1 )(                                                                                                      (3-
17)
 
Also, the update equation (3-13b) for )(2 jq   can be obtained as  
   2
1 1

















































1        (3-
18)                      
Since   ikjikjik rhphE j
ikh
 )1(  , (3-18) can be rewritten as 
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baGamaP  000 10
0
00 )(
1),|()(                                                       (3-20) 
where 0a  and 0b  are the parameters of this distribution. Taking natural logarithm of both 
sides of the equation, we have 
 
  jjj baP 00 ln)1()(ln                                                                                 (3-
21)   
where   = ln 00
0 )(
1 ab
a  is a constant. By substituting (3-21) in (3-19), 































             (3-22)                                
By comparing (3-22) with (3-21), it is obvious that the variational approximation of the 
true posterior distribution, )(2 jq  , would be in the form of a gamma distribution with 




































                                                      
   (3-23) 
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Then, by using the gamma distribution with the parameters a  and b  obtained as above, 
ik  can be calculated from (3-16a). Consequently, after normalizing ik  using (3-16b), 





















































                                                                                ( 3-24)                             
                                                                                          
 
In the first iteration of the VB algorithm, we consider 0aa   and 0bb   for the parameters 
of the gamma distribution. The value obtained for ikr  is then substituted in  
(3-23) to find the new value for .b  The new parameters for gamma distribution is now 
used in (3-24) to obtain a new value for ikr .  This procedure is repeated iteratively until 
there is almost no change in the value of .b The gamma distribution with the parameters 
a  and b so obtained can be considered as an approximation for the posterior distribution. 
 
B) Laplacian distribution for the correlation noise model 
 
Assuming a Laplacian distribution for the correlation noise, we can express the 












           
Kk ...,,3,2,1                                              (3-25) 
The VB method explained above for the Gaussian distribution can be also applied for the 
Laplacian distribution. In this case, the approximation of the posterior distribution is also 
a gamma distribution with parameters a  and b  as given by 
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                                                                              (3-27) 
 Just as in the case of VB with the Gaussian distribution, the values for ikr  and the 
parameters of the gamma distribution, a  and b , are also obtained iteratively until there 
is almost no change in the value of b . The gamma distribution with the parameters a  
and b so obtained, can be considered as an approximation for the posterior distribution. 
 
 3.3.2  Message update  
 
After obtaining the approximation for the posterior distribution )( jDCTj YP  , the message 
)( jikxf wjiji  , representing probability that the partially decoded coefficient is 
j
ikw  or 
equivalently k
j
i Ix  , Kk ....,,2,1 , is calculated based only on the information from the 
Bayesian estimation part shown in the factor graph of Figure 3.5. If the correlation noise 






















































































                                        (3-28) 
 
Then, after performing the integration in this equation and some mathematical 































i                                                          (3-29) 
 
On the other hand, if the correlation noise has a Laplacian distribution, then the message 
















































                                                      (3-30) 
 
which after carrying out the required integral operation, can be written as                            
 










ikxf wybbwjiji                                                               (3-31) 
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The updated messages from each of the blocks are then returned into LDPCA decoders 
for the bitplanes BBB ....., 21 (see Figure 3.3) to start decoding with more accurate soft 
information. Hence, all the decoders have new and more accurate knowledge about the 
correlation noise parameter, leading to a more efficient decoding after applying regular 
belief propagation algorithm in the LDPCA decoder. 
 
3.3.3  Parallel LDPCA decoding process  
 
To decode the bitplanes BBB ...,,, 21 (see Figure 3.3) using the BP algorithm in the LDPCA 
decoders, the log-likelihood ratio (LLR) for each bit jicb  in the bitplanes BBB ...,,, 21 needs 
to be obtained. First, the messages )( jikxf wjiji   as obtained in Section 3.3.2 are used to 
calculate the message )( jicbx bjicji   from node 
j
ix  to the corresponding bit nodes
j
icb  
using the procedure given in [49]. Then, )( jicbx bjicji   is exploited to compute the initial 

























                                                                                                 (3-32) 
 
After a pre-specified number of iterations for the BP algorithm in the LDPCA decoders , 












, , where jicL  is calculated using  
(3-32), vjicl
, is the LLR value received through the 
thv  edge ( iVv ,...,2,1 ) from the 
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syndrome node to the node jicb  after a pre-specified number of iterations and iV  is the 
number of syndrome nodes connected to the node jicb .  Then, 
j
icb  is decoded as 1 if 0jicl   
and as zero otherwise. Next, the LDPCA syndrome and 8-bit cyclic redundancy check 
(CRC) summation are used in the decoder to determine whether or not the LDPCA 
decoding has been successful [17].  
 
 
3.3.4  Complete recursive message passing algorithm 
Figure 3.6 shows the proposed decoder consisting of the three modules explained in 
Sections 3.3.1, 3.3.2 and 3.3.3. The arrows in this figure indicate the interactions amongst 
the three modules. We call this new decoder as the correlation noise parameter 
refinements (CNPR) based decoder. 
 
 
The recursive message passing algorithm is described below. 
Parallel LDPCA decoders








Figure 3.6 Proposed CNPR decoder. 
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Step 1- The messages  )( kfx wjiji   ( MiM
Nj ,...,2,1;,...,2,1  ) in Figure 3.5 are 
first calculated using the messages )( jicxb bjijic  received by node 
j
ix  from the bit 











ikfx bw jijicjiji .  
 
Step 2- Using the messages, )( jikfx wjiji  and the partially decoded coefficients 
j
ikw  
for Kk ,...,2,1 , an approximation for the posterior distribution of each correlation 
noise parameter j   is calculated using the VB algorithm, as explained in Section 
3.3.1.  
 
Step 3- The approximated posterior distribution for each correlation noise 
parameter j  is used to calculate the messages )( jikxf wjiji   from the factor nodes 
j
if to the variable nodes 
j
ix , as explained in Section 3.3.2. 
 
Step 4- The messages )( jikxf wjiji   obtained in Step 3 are then used to calculate the 
messages )( jicbx bjicji   from the node 
j
ix  to the bit nodes 
j
icb , ,...,2,1c . The 
initial LLRs jicL  are then calculated using (3-32) and employed in the LDPCA 
decoders to decode all the bitplanes, as explained in Section 3.3.3. 
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Step 5- By using the LDPCA syndrome bits and the 8-bit CRC summations as 
mentioned in Section 3.3.3, we check whether all the bitplanes have been decoded 
correctly. 
Step 6- If all the bitplanes are decoded correctly or a pre-specified maximum 
number of iterations is reached, no further iterations of algorithm is carried out; 
otherwise Steps 1-6 are repeated.  
 
After applying the above algorithm, if any of the LDPCA decoder fails to decode its 
bitplane correctly, then the corresponding decoder requests more syndrome bits from the 
encoder and modifies its factor graph, as is generally done in other DVC schemes. Then, 
the proposed recursive message-passing algorithm is applied again. This process of 
requesting additional bits and applying the proposed algorithm is repeated until each 
LDPCA decoder successfully decodes its corresponding bitplane. 
      The LDPCA decoder and the correlation noise estimation blocks in the DISCOVER 
codec shown in Figure 1.6 are now replaced by the proposed CNPR decoder shown in 
Figure 3.6, and the resulting modified architecture for the transform-domain distributed 
video codec is shown in Figure 3.7. The modified parts of this architecture in this figure 
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Figure 3.7. Modified architecture for the DVC codec 
 
3.4 Simulation Results 
In this section, we study through extensive experimentation the rate-distortion 
performance of the modified codec of Figure 3.7 using the proposed CNPR decoder 
shown in Figure 3.6 and compare the results with that of the two original DVC codecs, 
namely DISCOVER codec [17] and DVC codec with side information refinement in [50]. 
Both these latter codecs use the online correlation noise estimation method presented in 
[30]. For the simulations, the Foreman, Coastguard, Hall, and Soccer video sequences, 
each having 150 frames  in QCIF format with 15-Hz frame rate, are employed. Figure 3.8 
shows a typical frame from each of these sequences. The key frames are encoded using 
the intra coding mode of the H.264 codec (JM 9.5) [69]. Eight RD points corresponding 
to the eight quantization matrices, �ଵ, �ଶ, … , �8, that are the same as the ones used in the 
DISCOVER codec [17] and illustrated in Figure 1.8, are considered. The QP values in  















































Figure 3.8  A typical frame from each of the Foreman, Hall, Coastguard and soccer 
                  sequences. 
H.264/AVC (in intra mode) are set to be the same as that used for the key frames in the 
DISCOVER codec [17]. Also, only the luminance component (Y) of the video frames is 
considered in our simulation for evaluating the rate-distortion performance. The 
Laplacain distribution is used to model the correlation noise in each block of � = 99 
DCT coefficients in the corresponding DCT band. Then, the proposed CNPR decoder is 
used to decode all the bitplanes simultaneously in each of the DCT bands. The maximum 
number of iterations used for the recursive message passing algorithm in the proposed 
CNPR decoder before requesting for more syndrome bits is three. Carrying out further 
iterations would only increase the execution time without adding any noticeable 
improvement in the performance. Also, the belief propagation algorithm inside the 
LDPCA decoders runs for 100 iterations to decode the bitplanes in each DCT band of 
each of the Wyner-Ziv frames. 
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    Table 3.1 gives, for the DVC codec modified by the proposed CNPR decoder, the 
relative average savings (in %) in the bitrate and improvement in PSNR (in dB) 
(computed using Bjøntegaard metric [70]) over that of the DISCOVER codec 
corresponding to the WZ frame as well as for all the frames. With the GOP size of 2, that 
is, one WZ frame in between two successive key frames, it can be seen that for the 
Foreman sequence the proposed CNPR decoder results in average bitrate savings of 
5.53% and 11.45% for all the frames and for only the WZ frames, respectively. The 
corresponding savings are 3.21% and 7.11% for the Hall sequence, 4.79% and 9.74% for 
the Coastguard sequence, and 8.23% and 15.71% for the soccer sequence. As for the 
PSNR, the proposed CNPR decoder results in  average  improvements  of  0.31  dB,  0.29 
dB,  0.27  dB  and  0.58  dB for the Foreman,  Hall , Coastguard  and  Soccer  sequences,  
 
Table 3.1- The relative bitrate savings (%) and improvement in PSNR (dB) over that of  DISCOVER codec, 
computed using the BJØNTEGAARD  metric 
                                 GOP=2                           GOP=4 
WZ frames           All frames         WZ frames       All frames 
R  %  PSNR   
(in dB) 
  R  %  PSNR   
(in dB) 
R  % PSNR   
  (in dB) 
R  % PSNR   
  (in dB)  
Foreman 11.45 0.31 5.53 0.16   10.68   0.33 8.41 0.24 
Coastguard 9.73 0.27 4.79 0.12   9.56   0.26 6.67 0.19 
Hall 7.11 0.29 3.21 0.14    7.26  0. 35 5.26 0.22 
Soccer 15.71 0.58 8.23 0.26   12.13   0.41 9.53 0.25 
Average 10.79 0.36 5.19 0.17    9.91   0.34 7.46 0.22 
 
respectively, in the WZ frames. Further, there are improvements of 0.16 dB, 0.14 dB, 
0.12 dB and 0.26 dB in the Foreman, Hall, Coastguard and soccer sequences, 
respectively, for all the frames. Hence, with the GOP size of 2, we observe that the codec 
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modified by the proposed decoder on average over all the sequences, leads to 10.79% 
savings in the bitrate for the sequence WZ frames and 5.19% savings in the bitrate for all 
the sequence frames.  
Moreover, on average over all the sequences, the improvements in the PSNR values are 
0.36 dB and 0.17dB in the WZ frames and all the frames, respectively.  
    For the GOP size of 4, that is, 3 WZ frames in between two successive key frames, it 
can also be seen from Table 3.1 that the proposed decoder leads to an average savings in 
bitrates of 8.41% and 10.68%, respectively for all the frames and the WZ frames of the 
Foreman sequence. The corresponding savings are 5.26% and 7.26% for the Hall 
sequence, 6.67% and 9.56% for the Coastguard sequence, and 9.53% and 12.13 % for the 
soccer sequence. As for the PSNR, the DVC codec modified with the proposed decoder 
shows average improvements of 0.33 dB, 0.35 dB, 0.26 dB and 0.41 dB for the WZ 
frames of the Foreman, Hall, Coastguard and soccer sequences, respectively. Further, 
there are improvements of 0.24 dB, 0.22 dB, 0.19 dB, and 0.25 dB in the Foreman, Hall, 
Coastguard and soccer sequences, respectively, for all the frames. Hence, for the GOP 
size of 4, on average over all the sequences, we observe that our proposed CNPR decoder 
results in 9.91% savings in the bitrate for the WZ frames and 7.46% savings in the bitrate 
for all the frames. Moreover, on average over all the sequences, the improvements in 
PSNR values are 0.34 dB and 0.22 dB for the WZ frames and all the frames, respectively. 
      The proposed CNPR decoder can also be used in other transform-domain distributed 
video coding schemes that have the same architecture as the DISCOVER codec, namely, 
those based on the Stanford approach. For instance, if the proposed CNPR decoder is 
employed in the DVC codec with the side information refinement in [50], then using 
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Bjøntegaard metric, the relative savings in the bitrate (in %) and the improvements in 
PSNR (in dB) are obtained as shown in Table 3.2. It can be seen from this table that for 
the GOP size of 2, on average over all the video sequences, namely, Foreman, 
Coastguard, Hall, and Soccer, the DVC codec with the CNPR decoder results in savings 
of 8.79% and 4.11% in the bitrates for the WZ frames and all the frames, respectively. 
Moreover, on average over these sequences, there are improvements of  
0.19 dB and 0.10 dB in PSNR for the WZ frames and all the frames, respectively. On the 
other hand, for the GOP size of 4, on average over all the sequences, the DVC codec 
modified by the CNPR decoder results in savings of 7.51% and 5.63% in the bitrates for 
the WZ frames and all the frames, respectively; whereas, there are  improvements of 0.17 
dB and 0.11 dB in PSNR for the WZ frames and all the frames, respectively.  
Table 3.2- The relative bitrate savings (%) and improvement in PSNR(dB) over that of  DVC codec in [50]  
              codec, computed using the BJØNTEGAARD  metric 
                                 GOP size 2                           GOP size 4 
WZ frames           All frames         WZ frames       All frames 
R  %  PSNR   
(in dB) 
 R  %  PSNR   
(in dB) 
R  % PSNR   
  (in dB) 
R  % PSNR   
  (in dB)  
Foreman 9.31 0.18 4.69 0.16   8.18   0.21 6.29 0.16 
Coastguard 7.46 0.15 3.19 0.12   6.11   0.13 4.93 0.06 
Hall 5.69 0.14 2.27 0.14    4.9  0. 09 3.01 0.04 
Soccer 12.71 0.32 6.29 0.26   10.86   0.26 8.31 0.19 
Average 8.79 0.19 4.11 0.12 7.51 0.17 5.63 0.11 
 
   A rate-distortion (RD) curve obtained by fitting the RD points corresponding to the 
various quantization matrices could be a good illustration to indicate the rate-distortion 
performance of a DVC codec. In view of this, we obtain rate-distortion curves fitting the 
RD points corresponding to the eight quantization matrices shown in Figure 1.8 in order 
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to demonstrate the improvements in the RD performance in the DVC codecs modified by 
the proposed CNPR decoder over that of the original DVC codecs. Figures 3.9 to 3.12 
show the overall RD performance for the Foreman, Coastguard, Hall and soccer 
sequences, respectively, using the two original DVC codecs and the corresponding 
codecs modified by the proposed decoder for the GOP size of 2. Figures 3.13 to 3.16 
show the corresponding results for the GOP size of 4. It can be seen from these 8 figures 
that the DVC codecs modified by the proposed decoder exhibit an RD performance 
superior to that of the original DVC codecs. It is also seen that higher the bit rates, more 
the improvement in the RD performance. Further, it is noted that the improvements in the 
RD performance is even more pronounced in the case of the Foreman and soccer 
sequences  in  which  there  are  faster  and  more  complex  motions.  Even  though  the  
 
          Figure 3.9  RD performance of the DVC codecs for the Foreman sequence  
                             (GOP size: 2) 
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            Figure 3.10  RD performance of the DVC codecs for the Coastguard sequence 
                                (GOP size: 2) 
 
                Figure 3.11 RD performance of the DVC codecs for the Hall sequence  
                                    (GOP size: 2) 
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               Figure 3.12  RD performance of the DVC codecs for the Soccer sequence  
                                   (GOP size: 2) 
 
                 Figure 3.13  RD performance of the DVC codecs for the Foreman sequence 
                                     (GOP size: 4) 
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                Figure 3.14 RD performance of the DVC codecs for the Coastguard sequence 
                                   (GOP size: 4) 
 
                Figure 3.15  RD performance of the DVC codecs for the Hall sequence 
                                    (GOP size: 4) 
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                    Figure 3.16  RD performance of the DVC codecs for the Soccer sequence 
                                       (GOP size: 4) 
performance of the codecs lowers by increasing the GOP size, it is observed by 
comparing Figures 3-9 – 3.12 with Figures 3.13 - 3.16 that the improvements in the RD 
performance of the modified codecs over the original ones is more with the higher GOP 
size. 
    Figure 3.17 shows two screenshots of a Wyner-Ziv frame of the Foreman sequence, 
decoded by the original DISCOVER codec and by its modified version. Similarly, Figure 
3.18 shows again two screenshots, but this time corresponding to the Soccer sequence. 
By comparing the two screenshots in each of these figures, it is observed that the 
modification in the DISCOVER codec by the proposed decoder has a positive impact on 
the subjective quality of the decoded frame. Specifically, more details such as sharper 
edges can be seen in the screenshots resulting from the modified codec.  It is seen from 
the values of the PSNR of the decoded frames and the number of bits required for the 
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decoding, as provided in the captions of these figures, that the modified codec results in a 










Figure. 3.17: 47th decoded frame of the Foreman sequence, (GOP size :2 and quantization matrix 
Q6) (a) Decoded frame by the DISCOVER codec, PSNR=31.99 dB, number of bits required for 
decoding: 17086 bits. (b) Decoded frame by the modified DISCOVER codec, PSNR=32.6 dB, 















Figure. 3.18:  85th decoded frame of the Soccer sequence, (GOP size :2 and quantization matrix 
Q6) (a) Decoded frame by the DISCOVER codec, PSNR=31.51 dB, number of bits required for 
decoding: 20614 bits. (b) Decoded frame by the modified DISCOVER codec, PSNR=32.45dB, 
number of bits required for decoding: 18646 bits 
 
 
The superior performance of the modified codec can be attributed to the recursive 
refinement of the estimation of the correlation noise parameter by the proposed decoder. 
                                  (a)  
 
                                (b)  
                                 (a)  
 
                                 (b)  
 
                                  (b)  
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The hardware used for our simulation is a personal computer with Core i5 CPU at 2.7 
GHz, and 8-GB RAM. Windows 7 operating system is used and the codec is 
implemented using the Visual Studio C++ v10.0 compiler in release mode on one CPU 
core. The execution time (in seconds) to decode each of the four video sequences (with 
GOP size of 2 and quantization matrix Q1 is given in Table 3.3 for the original and 
modified DISCOVER codecs. It is seen from the execution times given in this table that 
the performance improvement of the modified codec is achieved with an increase in the 
time complexity. However, it should be pointed that the time-complexity of the modified 
codec could be significantly reduced if a parallel or multi-threaded programming on a 
multi-core processor or GPU is employed to implement the proposed decoding scheme, 
which is inherently a parallel in nature.    
Table 3.3 Execution time (in seconds) for decoding the video sequences with GOP size 
of 2 and quantization matrix Q1 
       Execution time (s) 
sequence      DISCOVER Codec Modified DISCOVER codec 
Foreman 664 1354 
Coastguard 489 1097 
Hall 391 951 
Soccer 1132 1721 
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3.5 Summary 
In this chapter, the problem of estimating the correlation noise parameter in the DVC 
codec has been investigated with a view to improve the rate-distortion performance and 
the coding efficiency in a distributed video coding. We have presented a new decoder by 
proposing a scheme for refining the correlation noise parameters in the decoder of a DVC 
codec. This new decoder has been designated as the correlation noise refinement (CNPR) 
based decoder. A recursive decoding algorithm based on variational Bayes has been 
proposed to estimate and refine the correlation noise distribution parameter while 
simultaneously decoding all the bitplanes corresponding to the current DCT band on an 
augmented factor graph. First, a preliminary discussion of parallel LDPCA decoding of 
the bitplanes of each of DCT bands, the Bayesian estimation of correlation noise 
parameters and the posterior distribution of correlation noise parameter for each block of 
symbols in a DCT band on an augmented factor graph have been conducted. Then, a 
recursive message passing algorithm on the augmented factor graph has been proposed. 
The variational Bayes method has been employed to approximate the posterior 
distribution of the correlation noise parameter as a gamma distribution by using side 
information and the messages received from a set of parallel LDPCA decoders. This 
approximated distribution is then used to derive a closed-form expression for the 
messages on the factor graph and to update the messages returned to this set of LDPCA 
decoders. The performance of the proposed decoding algorithm has been experimentally 
studied in the framework of a DVC codec using Foreman, Coastguard, Hall and Soccer 
sequences. The proposed decoder has then been used in the DISCOVER codec, one of 
the most popular codecs designed based on the Stanford approach, and in the DVC codec 
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with side information refinement. It has been shown through extensive experimentation 
that the DVC codecs modified by the proposed decoder exhibit a rate-distortion 
performance that is superior to that of the original codecs, particularly on sequences with 
fast motions. This leads us to believe that proposed decoder can be used to improve the 
performance of any other codec whose architecture is based on the Stanford approach. 
Unlike most of the DVC schemes in which the parameter of the correlation noise 
distribution is obtained before the decoding of each DCT coefficient band of the WZ 
frame, in our proposed decoder, the estimation of the correlation noise parameter is 
refined during the decoding of each DCT coefficient band. This has resulted in obtaining 
more accurate information about the correlation noise and consequently a better rate-
distortion performance. 
CHAPTER 4 
Side Information Frame Refinement 
4.1 Introduction 
As explained in Chapter 2, the quality of the side information frame influences the rate-
distortion performance of distributed video coding. In other words, having a higher 
quality side information leads to a better decoding performance and consequently, a 
superior rate-distortion performance. In the previous chapter, we investigated the impact 
of an accurate estimation of the correlation noise distribution on the improvement of a 
rate-distortion performance in distributed video coding. In view of this, a new decoder 
called, the CNPR decoder, was proposed for decoding each DCT band and refining the 
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correlation noise parameters. In this chapter, we investigate the problem of improving the 
side information frame in the DVC decoder in order to improve the rate-distortion 
performance and coding efficiency in distributed video coding. In most of the existing 
solutions to this problem, the side information frame is generated once at the beginning 
before the Wyner-Ziv decoder starts to decode the DCT bands of a WZ frame, that is, the 
side information frame is kept unchanged after the decoding of each DCT band. 
However, as more information about the decoded frame becomes available after decoding 
each DCT band of the frame, this information could be utilized to refine the side 
information, which is employed to decode the next DCT band. In view of this, in this 
chapter an algorithm is proposed for successive refinements of the side information frame 
after decoding each DCT band in order to improve the rate distortion performance of the 
DVC codec [71]. In Section 4.2, the generation of the initial side information frame that 
is used for decoding the first DCT band is presented. In Section 4.3, this initial side 
information frame and the resulting first decoded DCT band are then used to develop an 
algorithm to refine successively the side information frame and to use it for decoding the 
succeeding DCT bands. In Section 4.4, the performance of the proposed refinement 
method is studied in the framework of a DVC codec using several video sequences. 
Finally, in Section 4.5, a study on improving the rate-distortion performance of a DVC 
codec is conducted by incorporating the proposed algorithm into the CNPR decoder 
developed in Chapter 3. 
4.2  Generation of an Initial Side Information Frame 
 
The side information frame SIY  corresponding to a WZ frame is generated at the decoder 
using the previously decoded past and future WZ frame(s) or Key frame(s) closest to the 
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WZ frame in question. A hierarchical motion compensation interpolation procedure, 
which is the same as the one used in the DISCOVER codec (see Section 2.2), is carried 
out in order to generate an initial side information frame. By considering the past and 
future decoded frames, PX  and FX , first a bidirectional motion estimation between these 















yx vv ,  between each block in the intermediate frame and the two matched blocks in 
the frames PX  and FX . A bidirectional motion compensation is then performed between 
PX  and FX  using the symmetric motion vectors to generate the interpolated frame as an 
initial side information frame given by 
               









                        (4-1)    
where 
















 ( x , y ) represents the position of pixel in the interpolated frame, and 
 )0()0( , yxP SyRxX   and  )0()0( , yxF VyUxX   are, respectively, the backward and 
forward motion compensated frames.  This initial side information frame  )0(SIY  is used to 
decode only the first DCT band of the Wyner-Ziv frame in question. 
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4.3 Proposed Method for Successive Refinement of Side Information 
We now propose a scheme for successively refining the side information frame in order 
to improve its quality after the decoding of each DCT band of a Wyner-Ziv frame. We 
will call this scheme as successive refinement side information frame (SRSIF) based 
scheme. Given  ),()1( yxY iSI
 , ,...,2,1i , (  being the number of non-zero elements in the 
quantization matrix) , as the side information frame refined after decoding the sti )1(   
DCT band, the thi  refined side information ),()( yxY iSI  is obtained by following the steps 
given below. 
 
Step 1 - The thi  DCT band is decoded by a Wyner-Ziv decoder by employing the  
               side information frame ),()1( yxY iSI
 . 
 
Step 2 - An optimal MMSE reconstruction is carried out for each DCT symbol  
                         )(inx  in the decoded DCT band 
)(i
DCTX  ),...,1( Nn  ,  N being the length of   
                         the DCT band,  to obtain the reconstructed DCT coefficient 
                          ninin yxEx )()(ˆ   [60]. 
 
Step 3 – A discrete cosine transform is applied to each non-overlapped 4x4 blocks 
                          in the backward and forward motion compensated frames, 
                          )1()1( ,   iyixP SyRxX  and  )1()1( ,   iyixF VyUxX , used to obtain 
                         ),()1( yxY iSI
 , yielding  
  )1()1()( ,   iyixPiPDCT SyRxXDCTX                                         (4-2)                                                      
  )1()1()( ,   iyixFiFDCT VyUxXDCTX                                        (4-3)                                  
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Step 4 - The corresponding DCT coefficients in each 4x4 block given by (4-2)  
                and (4-3) are replaced by the reconstructed DCT coefficients belonging 
                to all the i  DCT bands decoded so far, giving modified DCT  






Step 5 – The inverse DCT is applied to each 4x4 non-overlapped block in  
                              PDCTX









Step 6-  The motion vector ),( )()( iy
i




 to the  
                             matched block in the frame PX  and motion vector 
                           ),( )()( iy
i




 to the matched block in 
                            the frame FX   are estimated. 
 
Step 7 – The motion vectors ),( )()( iyix SR  and ),( )()( iyix VU are used to obtain 
                              thi refined side information as 
 
       (4-4) 
The above 
algorithm is applied repeatedly for ,...,2,1i . Then, the discrete cosine transform is 
applied to each of the 4x4 blocks of the last refined side information frame, namely 
),()( yxYSI
 , and the first    DCT coefficients, going in a  zig-zag order (see Figure 1.7), in 
its 4x4 blocks are replaced by the corresponding reconstructed DCT coefficients in all the 
  decoded DCT bands.  Finally, a 4x4 inverse DCT is applied to the resulting frame to 
obtain the decoded Wyner-Ziv frame. 
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4.4 Simulation Results 
In this section, we study the rate-distortion performance of the DISCOVER codec 
without as well as with the refinement of the side information frame by the SIR method 
given in [50] and the scheme proposed in Section 4.3. For the simulations, the Hall, 
Coastguard, Foreman and Soccer video sequences, each having 150 frames in the QCIF 
format with 15-Hz frame rate, are used. As in our experiments in Section 3.8, the key 
frames are encoded using the intra coding mode of the H.264/AVC codec. The QP values 
in this codec are set to be the same as the ones used for the key frames in the original 
DISCOVER codec. Also, only the luminance component (Y) of the video frames is 
considered in our simulation. 
    To examine the performance of the proposed refinement scheme of a side information 
frame, some screenshots demonstrating the successive refinement of the side information 
frame corresponding to the first frame of the Foreman and Soccer sequences are shown 
in Figures 4.1 and 4.2, respectively. It is seen from these screenshots that the proposed 
scheme of refinement successively improves the subjective quality of the side 




















Figure 4.1 Successive refinements of the side information frame corresponding to the 
first WZ frame of the Foreman sequence, Quantization matrix: Q6. (a) Initial side 
information, PSNR: 28.66 dB. (b) First refinement, PSNR: 30.86 dB. (c) Second 
refinement, PSNR: 31.26 dB. (d) Third refinement, PSNR: 32.50 dB. (e) Forth 







     















Figure 4.2 Successive refinements of the side information frame corresponding to the 
first WZ frame of the Soccer sequence, Quantization matrix: Q6. (a) Initial side 
information, PSNR: 21.86 dB, (b) First refinement, PSNR: 26.15 dB. (c) Second 
refinement, PSNR: 28.29 dB. (d) Third refinement, PSNR: 29.29 dB. (e) Forth 
refinement, PSNR: 29.46 dB. (f) Fifth refinement, PSNR: 29.79. 
 



















    
Figure 4.3. The decoded frame corresponding to the first WZ frame of the Foreman 
sequence. (a) The Wyner-Ziv frame at the encoder. The decoded WZ frame using (b) 
the original DISCOVER codec, PSNR:33.9 dB. (c) The DVC codec with the SIR 
method in [50], PSNR: 34.02 dB, and (d) the DVC codec with the proposed scheme, 




of the figures that each refinement improves the objective quality of the side information 
frame as well.  
    Figures 4.3 and 4.4 give, respectively, the examples of the decoded frames of the first 
Wyner-Ziv frames of the Foreman and Soccer sequences. Parts (a) of these figures show 
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the Wyner-Ziv frame at the encoder, whereas parts (b), (c), (d) of these figures show, 
respectively, the frames decoded by the original DISCOVER codec, and by the DVC 
codecs with the SIR and the proposed schemes for the refinement of the side information 




            
 
(b) 




    
(d)  
 
Figure 4.4.  Decoded frame corresponding to the first WZ frame of the Soccer sequence. 
(a) The Wyner-Ziv frame at the encoder. The decoded WZ frame using (b) the original 
DISCOVER codec, PSNR:32.03 dB. (c) The DVC codec with the SIR method in [50], 
PSNR: 32.15 dB, and (d)  the  DVC codec with the proposed scheme, PSNR: 32.46 dB. 
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side information frame results in improving the quality of the decoded WZ frame. 
However, this improvement is even more when the proposed method of refinement is 
used.  
  Tables 4.1 to 4.4 give the total number of bits needed to decode each DCT band of all 
the WZ frames in the Hall, Coastguard, Foreman and Soccer sequences, respectively, 
when they are encoded with the quantization matrix Q6. It is seen from these tables that 
the proposed refinement method results in the reduction in the number of bits needed for 
decoding almost all of the DCT bands with the exception of the 12th to 15th DCT bands of 
the Hall sequence. It is also noted that these reductions are more substantial for the video 
sequences with the fast and complex motions such as the Soccer and Foreman sequences.  
    The rate-distortion curves fitting the eight RD points corresponding to the eight 4x4 
quantization matrices are obtained in order to demonstrate the improvements in the RD 
performance in the DVC codecs with the proposed method of refining the side 
information frames. Figures 4.5 to 4.8 show the overall RD performance for the Hall, 
Foreman, Coastguard and Soccer sequences, respectively, using the original DISCOVER 
codec, and the DISCOVER codec with the side information refinement scheme of [50] 
and that with the proposed scheme, for the GOP size of 2. It is seen from these figures 
that the DISCOVER codecs modified by our proposed side information refinement 
scheme exhibits the best RD performance. Further, it is also noted that the   
improvements   in   the    RD performance is even more in the case of the sequences with 
fast and complex motions such as Foreman and Soccer sequences for which the quality 
of initial side information frames is poor, and hence, these frames benefit more from the 
proposed scheme of refinement. 
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Table 4.1. Total number of bits for decoding each DCT band in all the WZ frames of the 
Hall sequence, without and with using the proposed scheme for refining the side 
information frame. 
 Table 4.2. Total number of bits for decoding each DCT band in all the WZ frames of the 












   1st    DCT band  173.993 kbits 173.993 kbits 0 
   2nd   DCT band 33.984 kbits 32.811 kbits 3.4 
   3rd   DCT band 22.265 kbits 21.972 kbits 1.3 
   4th   DCT band 12.304 kbits 12.304 kbits 0 
   5th   DCT band 14.282 kbits 13.769 kbits 3.6 
   6th   DCT band 19.116 kbits 18.310 kbits 4.2 
   7th   DCT band 24.026 kbits 22.440 kbits 6.6 
   8th   DCT band 17.651 kbits            16.845 kbits         4.5 
   9th   DCT band 19.116 kbits 18.823 kbits 1.4 
   10th DCT band 13.476 kbits 13.403 kbits 0.5 
   11th DCT band 8.203 kbits 8.203 kbits 0 
   12th DCT band 8.203 kbits 8.203 kbits 0 
   13th DCT band 8.203 kbits 8.203 kbits 0 
   14th DCT band 8.203 kbits 8.203 kbits 0 
   15th DCT band 8.203 kbits 8.203 kbits 0 











   1st    DCT band  218.554 kbits 218.554 kbits 0 
   2nd   DCT band 41.894 kbits 39.843 kbits 4.9 
   3rd   DCT band 61.523 kbits 60.717 kbits 1.3 
   4th   DCT band 21.972 kbits 21.093 kbits 4.0 
   5th   DCT band 28.125 kbits 25.488 kbits 9.3 
   6th   DCT band 29.370 kbits 25.122 kbits 14.4 
   7th   DCT band 42.919 kbits 38.643 kbits 9.9 
   8th   DCT band 30.981 kbits            25.488 kbits        17.7 
   9th   DCT band 38.745 kbits 34.277 kbits 11.6 
   10th DCT band 35.009 kbits 32.812 kbits 6.2 
   11th DCT band 11.132 kbits 10.253 kbits 7.9 
   12th DCT band 9.301 kbits 8.715 kbits 6.3 
   13th DCT band 8.862 kbits 8.203 kbits 6.8 
   14th DCT band 9.878 kbits 8.935 kbits 9.5 
   15th DCT band 13.03 kbits 11.791 kbits 9.5 
       Aggregate 601.297 kbits 569.934 kbits 5.2 
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Table 4.3. Total number of bits for decoding each DCT band in all the WZ frames of the 
Foreman sequence, without and with using the proposed scheme for refining the side 
information frame. 
Table 4.4. Total number of bits for decoding each DCT band in all the WZ frames of the 













   1st    DCT band  317.126 kbits 317.126 kbits 0 
   2nd   DCT band 62.676 kbits 60.504 kbits 3.4 
   3rd   DCT band 107.735 kbits 104.788 kbits 2.7 
   4th   DCT band 40.007 kbits 34.978 kbits 12.5 
   5th   DCT band 54.980 kbits 51.639 kbits 6.1 
   6th   DCT band 15.867 kbits 14.054 kbits 11.4 
   7th   DCT band 17.564 kbits 16.005 kbits 8.8 
   8th   DCT band 53.745 kbits            44.573 kbits         17.0 
   9th   DCT band 56.432 kbits 44.566 kbits 21.0 
   10th DCT band 32.324 kbits 27.992 kbits 13.3 
   11th DCT band 14.346 kbits 12.446 kbits 13.2 
   12th DCT band 15.678 kbits 12.432 kbits 20.1 
   13th DCT band 14.734 kbits 12.634 kbits 14.2 
   14th DCT band 16.006 kbits 11.834 kbits 26.0 
   15th DCT band 19.303 kbits 16.011 kbits 17.0 











   1st    DCT band  489.343 kbits 489.343 kbits 0 
   2nd   DCT band 157.112 kbits 131.234 kbits 16.4 
   3rd   DCT band 141.466 kbits 126.345 kbits 10.7 
   4th   DCT band 60.891 kbits 52.111 kbits 14.42 
   5th   DCT band 53.422 kbits 37.666 kbits 29.5 
   6th   DCT band 56.145 kbits 40.776 kbits 27.34 
   7th   DCT band 57.112 kbits 36.677 kbits 35.8 
   8th   DCT band 44.156 kbits            31.678 kbits        28.2 
   9th   DCT band 47.316 kbits 34.539 kbits 27.0 
   10th DCT band 70.448 kbits 59.1156 kbits 16.0 
   11th DCT band 12.357 kbits 11.911 kbits 3.6 
   12th DCT band 9.322 kbits 8.124 kbits 12.8 
   13th DCT band 11.567 kbits 10.654 kbits 7.9 
   14th DCT band 11.173 kbits 10.566 kbits 5.4 
   15th DCT band 11.678 kbits 10.112 kbits 13.4 
Aggregate 1233.2 kbits 1090.9 kbits 11.5 
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               Figure 4.5 RD performance of the DVC codecs for the Hall sequence 
                                (GOP size: 2) 
 
              
              Figure 4.6 RD performance of the DVC codecs for the Coastguard sequence 
                                (GOP size: 2) 
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      Figure 4.7 RD performance of the DVC codecs for the Foreman sequence 
                        (GOP size: 2)    
 
              Figure 4.8 RD performance of the DVC codecs for the Soccer sequence 
                             (GOP size: 2) 
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4.5 Incorporation of the Proposed Scheme for Successive Refinement of  
       Side Information Frame into the CNPR Decoder 
 
 
 In Chapter 3, a new decoder, called the CNPR decoder, was proposed for decoding each 
DCT band followed by refinement of a correlation noise parameter in a DVC codec in 
order to improve its rate-distortion performance. In this chapter, we have proposed a 
scheme for successive refinements of the side information frame (SRSIF). We now 
incorporate this refinement scheme into the CNPR decoder and call the resulting decoder 








                               
Figure 4.9. CNPR-SRSIF decoder. 
 
Given  ),()1( yxY iSI
 , ,...,2,1i , as the side information frame refined after decoding the 
sti )1(   DCT band, the CNPR-SRSIF decoder works by carrying out following two steps:  
ith decoded DCT band 
CNPR decoder 
Prior distribution of 
correlation noise parameter 







Parallel LDPCA decoders 





:PX  Past decoded frame 
frame 
:FX  Future decoded frame 
frame 
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1-  thi DCT band of a WZ frame is decoded by the CNPR decoder by applying the 
joint decoding and correlation noise parameter refinement algorithm proposed in 
Section 3.5, using the  thi DCT band in the side information frame, ),()1( yxY iSI
   
 
2- The resulting thi decoded DCT band obtained in Step 1 is then used by the SRSIF 
scheme of Section.4.3 to obtain the  thi  refined side information frame,  ),()( yxY iSI . 
 
The above two steps are applied successively by the CNPR-SRSIF decoder for 
,...,2,1i . Then, the discrete cosine transform is applied to each of the 4x4 blocks of 
the last refined side information frame, namely ),()( yxYSI
 , and the first    DCT 
coefficients, going in a  zig-zag order in its 4x4 blocks are replaced by the corresponding 
reconstructed DCT coefficients in all the   decoded DCT bands.  Finally, a 4x4 inverse 
DCT is applied to resulting frame to obtain the decoded Wyner-Ziv frame. 
      A DVC codec using this new decoder will be referred to as the CNPR-SRSIF DVC 
codec. This new codec is shown in Figure 4.10.  
      We now examine the rate-distortion performance of the new CNRP-SRSIF DVC 
codec and compare its performance results with those of the original DISCOVER codec, 
the CNPR DVC codec and the SRSIF incorporated DISCOVER codec.  For the 
simulations, the Hall, Coastguard, Foreman, and Soccer video sequences, each having 




Figure 4.10  CNPR-SRSIF DVC codec 
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using the intra coding mode of the H.264/AVC codec. The QP values in this codec are set 
to have the same values as the ones used for the key frames of video sequences in the 
DISCOVER codec. Only the luminance component (Y) of the video frames is considered 
in this simulation.  
       Table 4.5 gives, for the CNPR-SRSIF  DVC codec, the relative average savings 
 (in %) in the bitrate and improvement in PSNR (in dB) (computed using Bjøntegaard 
metric[70]) over that of the DISCOVER codec corresponding to the WZ frame as well as 
for all the frames. By comparing the values in this table with the corresponding values in 
Table 3.1, it is seen that incorporating the SRSIF scheme into the CNPR decoder leads to 
higher improvements in PSNR and more  reduction  in bitrate in the DVC codec. 
Table 4.5 - The relative bitrate saving (%) and improvement in PSNR(dB) CNPR-SRSIF DVC codec over 
                 that of  DISCOVER codec,  computed using the BJØNTEGAARD  metric 
 
                                 GOP=2                           GOP=4 
WZ frames           All frames         WZ frames       All frames 
R  %  PSNR   
(in dB) 
  R  %  PSNR   
(in dB) 
R  % PSNR   
  (in dB) 
R  % PSNR   
  (in dB)  
Foreman 14.47 0.39 7.53 0.22   13.18   0.36 10.67 0.31 
Coastguard 11.63 0.34 5.81 0.19   10.61   0.35 8.67 0.25 
Hall 8.13 0.31 3.9 0.16    7.88  0. 31 5.46 0.23 
Soccer 18.71 0.79 10.23 0.38   15.2   0.61 13.16 0.44 
Average 13.23 0.46 6.86 0.23 11.71   0.40 9.49 0.30 
 
      Figures 4.11 - 4.14 show the overall RD performance of the four DVC codecs for the 
Hall, Coastguard, Foreman and Soccer sequences, respectively for GOP size of 2. The 
corresponding results for GOP size of 4 are shown in Figures 4.15 - 4.18. It is seen from 
figures 4.11 - 4.18 that by incorporating the proposed refinement scheme for the side 
information into the CNPR decoder, the RD performance of the resulting DVC codec 
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                    Figure 4.11 RD performance of the DVC codecs for the Hall sequence 
                                (GOP size: 2) 
 
            Figure 4.12 RD performance of the DVC codecs for the Coastguard sequence 
                                (GOP size: 2) 
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        Figure 4.13 RD  performance of the DVC codecs for the Foreman  sequence 
                            (GOP size: 2) 
 
               Figure 4.14 RD  performance of the DVC codecs for the Soccer  sequence 
                                 (GOP size: 2) 
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              Figure 4.15 RD  performance of the DVC codecs for the Hall  sequence 




               
               Figure 4.16 RD  performance of the DVC codecs for the Coastguard  sequence 
                                 (GOP size: 4) 
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              Figure 4.17 RD  performance of the DVC codecs for the Foreman  sequence 




              
               Figure 4.18 RD performance of the DVC codecs for the Soccer sequence 
                                 (GOP size: 4) 




 (CNPR-SRSIF DVC codec) is improved over that of a DVC codec modified by the 
inclusion of the CNPR decoder or the SRSIF scheme alone, particularly in video 
sequences with complex motions. 
4.6 Summary 
 
In this chapter, the problem of enhancing the quality of the side information frames in a 
DVC codec has been investigated with a view to improve its rate-distortion performance 
and coding efficiency. To this end, a scheme for successive refinements of a side 
information frame, called the successive refinements of side information frame (SRSIF) 
has been proposed. In this scheme, the side information frame is refined after decoding 
each DCT band of a Wyner-Ziv frame. Then, the refined side information frame is used 
to decode the next DCT band. The performance of the DVC codec with the proposed 
algorithm for refining the side information has been experimentally studied using the 
Hall, Coastguard, Foreman and Soccer sequences. It has been shown that the 
DISCOVER codec with the proposed side information refinement scheme exhibits a rate-
distortion performance that is superior to that of the original DISCOVER codec and DVC 
codec modified by the SIR refinement scheme, particularly for sequences having fast and 
complex motions. Finally, the proposed side information refinement scheme has been 
incorporated into the correlation noise parameter refinement (CNPR) based decoder 
proposed in Chapter 3 to obtain the CNPR-SRSIF decoder. It has been shown that a DVC 
codec using this new decoder exhibits an RD performance that is superior to that of a 
DVC codec using the CNPR decoder or the one using the SRSIF scheme.  





5.1 Concluding Remarks 
 
 
In conventional video codecs, such as MPEG-4 and H264/AVC codecs, the 
computational complexity of the encoder is 5 to 10 times higher than that of the decoder, 
since a computationally exhaustive motion estimation and compensation algorithm is 
employed in the former. In some emerging applications, it is preferred to have a 
lightweight encoding even at the expense of a highly complex decoder. Distributed video 
coding or Wyner-Ziv video coding is a video coding paradigm aimed to meet this 
requirement. In this video coding scheme, the complexity is shifted from the encoder to 
the decoder by avoiding the computationally intensive temporal prediction and estimation 
at the encoder and exploiting the temporal redundancy only at the decoder.  
      There are some issues in the present distributed video coding schemes that need to be 
addressed before making the idea of distributed video coding a viable practical solution. 
One of the most important issues with distributed video coding is that the rate-distortion 
performance and coding efficiency is not on par with that of the conventional video 
coding.  
    The estimation of the correlation noise distribution parameter and the quality of the 
side information frames are known to have a significant influence on the rate-distortion 
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performance and coding efficiency of distributed video coding.  This thesis has been 
concerned with a study of accurate estimation of the correlation noise model parameters 
and enhancement of the quality of the side information from the view point of improving 
the rate-distortion performance of distributed video coding. 
     Since the correlation noise is not stationary, and also the decoder does not have access 
to the original WZ frames from the encoder, estimation of the correlation noise model 
parameter is a challenging task. Moreover, since the motions between the successive key 
frames are nonlinear, generating a high-quality side information frame is also a difficult 
task. In view of these challenges, new schemes for improving the rate distortion 
performance need to be devised which take advantage of the higher degree of information 
on a WZ frame that progressively becomes available as the decoding of the various DCT 
bands continues. The work of this thesis is aimed to focus on this philosophy.  
     In the first part of this thesis, a new correlation noise parameter refinement (CNPR) 
based decoder has been developed. In the proposed decoder, successive refinements of 
the correlation noise parameters and simultaneous decoding of all the bitplanes of a DCT 
band in a Wyner-Ziv frame are carried out in a recursive manner. This process is 
performed on an augmented factor graph using a new recursive message passing 
algorithm. Unlike most of the DVC schemes, in which the parameter of the correlation 
noise distribution is obtained before decoding each DCT band of the WZ frame, in our 
proposed decoder, the estimation of the correlation noise parameter has been refined 
during the decoding of each DCT coefficient band. It has been shown through 
experimentation that the DVC codecs modified by the proposed CNPR decoder exhibit a 
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rate-distortion performance superior to that of the original DVC codecs, particularly on 
sequences with fast and complex motions. 
    In the second part of this thesis, a scheme for successive refinements of a side 
information frames (SRSIF) corresponding to the WZ frame has been proposed. In this 
scheme, first, the reconstructed DCT coefficients in all the previously decoded DCT 
bands of the WZ frame are used to modify the backward and forward motion 
compensated frames and then, a motion estimation based on block matching is performed 
to generate a refined side information. This procedure of refinement is carried out 
successively after decoding each DCT band of the WZ frame. Extensive simulations have 
been carried showing that a DVC codec using the proposed scheme of refinement of the 
side information frames exhibits a rate-distortion performance that is superior to that of 
the DISCOVER codec and the DVC codec modified by the SIR refinement scheme. 
Finally, the proposed refinement scheme has been incorporated into the CNPR decoder to 
obtain a decoder designated as the CNPR-SRSIF decoder. It has been shown that a DVC 
codec using this decoder exhibits an RD performance better than that of a DVC codec 
using the CNPR decoder or SRSIF scheme alone. 
    In this thesis, efficient schemes have been developed for the refinements of the 
correlation noise parameters and the side information frames corresponding to the WZ 
frames of a video sequence with a view of improving the rate-distortion performance of 
the transform-domain Stanford-based mono-view DVC codes. These schemes, however, 
are general, in that they can be used for improving the rate-distortion performance of 
other DVC codecs such as multi-view DVC codec.  
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      Improvements in the rate-distortion performance could also be investigated by 
focusing on the channel codes that could be specifically designed for DVC codecs. Also, 
this channel codes may be designed to work well under high compression ratios with 
their performance close to the channel capacity bound i.e. Shannon limit.  
 
5.2 Scope for Further Investigation 
     The work of this thesis has been concerned on improving the rate-distortion 
performance of DVC codec by focusing on the estimation of the noise correlation 
parameter and refinements of the side information frames. There are number of ways 
these ideas can be further refined or applied to other related problems. 
 
      In the proposed scheme for the side information frame refinements to improve the 
rate-distortion performance, the refinements begin with that of the initial side information 
frame. First DCT band of a WZ frame requires the largest number of bits to be decoded 
and the initial side information frame has an immediate impact on this decoding. Hence, 
the quality of the side information frame greatly influences the rate-distortion 
performance of a DVC codec.  Moreover, the quality of the refined side information is 
very much dependents on the quality of initial side information frame. Hence, more 
studies should be undertaken to generate an initial side information frame of an optimum 
quality so as have the greatest impact on the rate-distortion performance of a DVC codec. 
    
     The proposed method for refinement of correlation noise parameters during decoding 
of a WZ frame in DVC could be adapted for the general channel coding problem. In this 
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problem, the proposed scheme can be employed for the estimation and refinement of the 
parameter of noise distribution, which varies with time in non-stationary channels, in 
order to improve the decoding efficiency of LDPC decoder and consequently to reduce 
the bit error rate. 
 
     The ideas of accurate estimation of the correlation noise parameters and the generation 
of the high-quality side information for improving the rate-distortion performance have 
been investigated in this thesis in the context of mono-view distributed video coding. 
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